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Executive Summary  

AP-05 Executive Summary - 91.200(c), 91.220(b) 

1. Introduction 

Haverhill is 4 years into its 5-Year Consolidated Plan.  The improved economy and strengthened City 

finances have led to demonstrable progress.  However, despite exciting times, significant challenges and 

demands still exist, as this city of 63,000+ residents continues an uneven economic 

recovery.  Unemployment rates are very low, yet labor participation rates also remain low in some 

urban areas.  The housing market is hot, but the effects of a limited housing supply are causing the 

market to spiral out of reach for some.  The numbers of housing constrained households—those 

spending more than 30% of their entire incomes on housing—continues to increase alarmingly. 

New projects are coming online, and many of the city’s most infamously blighted buildings—such as the 

Stevens Street Mill near Lafayette Square and the former St. George’s Church on Mt. Washington—are 

under development agreements.  A true construction boom is underway Downtown, including 

Chinburg’s Ellis/Newcomb Buildings redevelopment at Wingate and Essex Streets, Traggorth Companies’ 

Al Forno Building redevelopment at 87 Washington Street, and Peabody Properties' Chen Building 

redevelopment at 98 Essex Street. All of this construction is causing issues relative to parking, traffic 

noise, dust and vibrations.  Add to this construction of a dynamic 10-story mixed-used project, Lupoli 

Companies’ Haverhill Heights, which will remake the City’s skyline along the new Merrimack River 

Boardwalk. 

Other stalled projects, such as the second phases of Harbor Place and Tenney Place, as well as the 

Gerson Building’s redevelopment into Veterans housing, should enter construction later in 2018.  These 

projects should help the City stay ahead of its 10% threshold for affordable housing stock, joining less 

than 20% of all Massachusetts communities. The recently completed Housing Production Plan provides a 

game plan for adding housing for all the socioeconomic strata found in Haverhill. 

The City keeps building and growing its way out of the burdensome Hale Hospital debt.  This 2001 debt 

represents the largest debt load ever assumed by a municipality in the Commonwealth’s history, and its 

pernicious effects are still afflicting the City’s finances today.  

However, with the larger mill complexes accounted for, future development gets harder, with reduced 

numbers of units with which to make budgets work. Likewise, chronic disinvestment in urban 

neighborhoods cannot be remedied overnight. There is also less political and community appetite for 

additional development. 
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The issues of gang violence and the corresponding opioid abuse epidemic cut through the heart of much 

of the City’s recent economic progress. These issues require creative, systematic and community-wide 

solutions. 

The City’s improved bond rating allows for addressing long-postponed capital needs, as well as 

enhanced upgrades to public education and public safety.  The City has also added economic 

development capacity. 

One of the remarkable findings and data from the 2018 Haverhill Housing Production Plan is that 

Haverhill is remarkable in terms of its socioeconomic diversity.  Just about every income strata in the 

community, from very low income to very high income and everywhere in between, is represented fairly 

equally, much differently than other surrounding communities.  However, without additions to the 

diversity of the housing stock, the employer base and industry mix, without continued investment in 

neighborhoods, workforce development and education, this socioeconomic diversity is threatened going 

forward.  

Therefore, this Plan seeks to address these needs and factors so the community can preserve this 

diversity- something truly unique and special about Haverhill. 

 

 

 

2. Summarize the objectives and outcomes identified in the Plan   

This could be a restatement of items or a table listed elsewhere in the plan or a reference to 

another location. It may also contain any essential items from the housing and homeless needs 

assessment, the housing market analysis or the strategic plan. 

The objective and outcomes of this Annual Plan remain in alignment with the goals and objectives of the 

Five-Year Consolidated Plan: 

-Provide Shelter and Services for the Homeless 

-Expand the Type, Supply and Diversity of Housing 

-Maintain Existing Housing Stock 

-Increase Owner-Occupancy in Distressed Areas 
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-Promote Economic Development 

-Provide Other Non-Housing Necessities 

-Stabilize Neighborhoods 

 

 

 

3. Evaluation of past performance  

This is an evaluation of past performance that helped lead the grantee to choose its goals or 

projects. 

Overall, the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program is doing well and on track to meet 

goals established in the 2015-2019 5-year Consolidated Plan (Con Plan).  Obviously, future federal 

funding will influence performance. 

As depicted in recent Consolidated Annual Performance Evaluation Reports (CAPERs), the City has been 

generally successful in terms of its performance with HUD and other funds.  

The City is not delinquent on any federal debt or federal programs. 

The City’s underwent a program monitoring of CDBG by HUD in April 2018 that was thorough and very 

beneficial, with only one finding identified along with some relevant concerns. 

The City has been more successful with some Projects than others in terms of making positive changes 

in the lives of residents. Thousands of low-moderate individuals and households benefitted from Public 

Service activities undertaken by a myriad of subrecipients.  Public Improvements funding installed a new 

playground at Cashman Field along with other upgrades that matched a larger State grant. Code 

Enforcement activities lifted quality of life and code conditions at over 1200 properties. 

First-Time Homebuyer (FTHB) Activity in this improved housing market was less than anticipated over 

the past year.  Nevertheless, this tool is still needed to improve housing diversity, so this Project has not 

been scaled back. Geographic eligibility for FTHB remains quite narrow. 

Housing Rehabilitation activities were largely successful in a constant battle to keep the city’s housing 

stock in safe and decent condition. The City’s in-house Housing Rehabilitation efforts are one of the 
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proud pillars of the City’s community development efforts.  More CDBG-funded de-leading activity was 

undertaken than in past years.   

Also, many prior year housing rehab activities carried over, so the PY17 housing activities got off to a 

slow start due to these factors.  The HRCCP is running smoothly and efficiently now, and is 'catching up' 

to Con Plan benchmarks for this important goal of ‘maintaining the existing housing stock’ in the 

community. 

CDBG-funded Economic Development efforts remain challenging, but have been more productive over 

the past year, where they have previously fallen short.  CDBG–funded economic development initiatives 

such as Façade Improvement, microenterprise support, job creation and retention all had some success 

during the past year.  A novel program to propel households into the middle class by compelling parents 

into the workforce in exchange for child care vouchers was successful in a very small sample size. 

However, overall performance in terms of Economic Development through CDBG is still behind Con Plan 

benchmarks.  The City increases its emphasis on this Project with the added funding this upcoming year 

in order to get back on track with Con Plan goals. 

Some progress was made in cultivating more Minority and Women’s Business enterprises.  Instituting a 

more robust Section 3 Plan remains an outstanding issue. 

The City and its project partners needed to roll over a great deal of MassWorks funds, spending only 

$1.66 million of an $8.9 million grant, so there is a great deal of this non-CDBG work to get into 

construction. 

There are also several HOME projects that need to complete construction over the next year, including 

Tenney Place, the Gerson Project, the St. George’s redevelopment by Bread & Roses Housing, and the 98 

Essex Street project. The CDD is working actively with the City Inspectional offices to get these projects 

completed. 

Being the fourth year of a 5 year plan, Program Year 2018 looks to 'stay the course' while picking up the 

pace' so the City can make better progress towards its goals through its projects and resulting activities. 

 

 

4. Summary of Citizen Participation Process and consultation process  

Summary from citizen participation section of plan. 

The Citizen Participation Process involved joint actions with and without the North Shore HOME 

Consortium, and both formal and informal meetings in order to elicit the most relevant feedback. 
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The public participation process is in actuality the product of months of outreach, information gathering, 

listening, and data analysis by the City’s Community Development Department (CDD) and even the 

Mayor himself. 

The City relies on the viewpoints expressed by its Community Affairs Advisory Board (CAAB) through a 

series of public meetings.    The CAAB is a very diverse board, proudly the most diverse in City 

government, comprised of mainly Target Area residents who are familiar with the work of non-profits 

addressing poverty and the needs of their low-to-moderate income neighbors.  CAAB feedback is very 

useful is setting the parameters and priorities for each year’s entire Annual Plan, not just the 15% Public 

Services share. 

During site visits and monitoring by CDD staff, all sub-recipients are routinely asked if there are any 

trends, issues or concerns of which the City should be aware.  Much useful on-the-ground information is 

gleaned from this question and these site visits. Every year different issues and phenomena emerge and 

take shape. 

While exclusively CDBG-dedicated public outreach sessions are relatively few in number and not well-

attended, overall, the number of public input sessions that provided input to this Plan is large.  Also, a 

great deal of community outreach was conducted by members and outreach staff of the Mt. 

Washington Alliance.  This proved extraordinarily helpful to City and Community Action staff, as these 

efforts solicited feedback on the lack of service usage and low expectations, underwhelming civic 

engagement and social isolation experienced by residents in this poorest of Haverhill's neighborhoods. 

The Alliance provided an opportunity for the highlighting this upcoming Program Year Plan to Mount 

Washington residents in both Spanish and English, in keeping with the language equity tenet of the 

Alliance. 

Perhaps in part due to the relatively consistent CDBG program in Haverhill, calls for comment on CDBG-

related plans garner only a small number of public participants.  Therefore, the strategy has been to 

discuss CDBG plans within other venues and jointly with other programs. 

A couple of these joint hearings with the North Shore HOME Consortium were held at the Haverhill 

Public Library in March and April in order to discuss uses and strategies of HOME and CDBG funds in 

Haverhill, with particular emphasis on housing-related needs.  These sessions had small attendance but 

great feedback from relevant stakeholders. 

Civic groups such as the Merrimack Valley Project, the Merrimack Valley Planning Commission’s (MVPC) 

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) Committee, Greater Haverhill Chamber of 

Commerce, Team Haverhill and clergy groups such as the Interfaith Network of Compassion (INC) 

frequently offer their comments about the direction of the City’s community development plans and 

strategies.  The Mount Washington neighborhood had a special focus, as well as the salient issue of 

opioid abuse and gang violence ravaging the community. 
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Finally, elected and city officials are solicited for their input.  A formal City Council hearing was held to 

present the elements, justification and goals of the City’s Annual Action Plan. 

5. Summary of public comments 

This could be a brief narrative summary or reference an attached document from the Citizen 

Participation section of the Con Plan. 

There was one formal comment filed in response to the release of the Plan.   

On behalf of Lynn Acevedo, a Grove Street resident, her sponsor Alice Mann of Team Haverhill appealed 

to have CDBG funds used to turn a small weedy vacant lot at the corner of High Street and Grove Street 

into a 'pocket park' with a bench, children's play structure, a small community garden and/or dog 

park.  This lot is the site of a former burned-out and demolished dwelling that was taken by the City for 

defaulting on tax title. The project proponent was selected by the Mount Washington Alliance to receive 

$1500 to advance her idea as part of a 'neighborhood pitch' contest designed to elicit the best ideas to 

improve the quality of life in the neighborhood. 

In response to her advocacy, the Mayor promised to allocate funds from the Public Improvement 

Project to support her initiative, including purchasing a bench. In addition, the Mayor agreed to have the 

DPW clean up the site, although he is skeptical that this pocket park can be maintained without constant 

neighborhood support and volunteerism. 

6. Summary of comments or views not accepted and the reasons for not accepting them 

Once again, there were some public comments wishing for CDBG assistance with paying their rents, but 

these comments were not accepted as this constitutes an impermissible use of CDBG funds. 

There were no other notable comments to the Plan that were not accepted.  

7. Summary 

Much of the focus for the upcoming Year revolves around the Mt. Washington Alliance, a unique 

partnership (including the City) that resulted from a successful Working Cities Challenge grant from the 

Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.  This effort seeks to improve economic outcomes for residents of the 

Mt. Washington area, which comprises statistically the most impoverished census blocks in the city.  The 

Federal Reserve is providing $475,000 over 3 years (now completing Year 2) for the Mt. Washington 

Alliance to expand and enhance: job opportunities: increase access to training; improve conditions for 

education at the struggling neighborhood Tilton School; and improve neighborhood conditions such as 

stable housing, new affordable housing units, cleanups, public health efforts and community 

events.  This initiative aligns perfectly with CDBG goals. Therefore, CDBG funds will provide a grant 

match over the next year in this physically and socially isolated, densely settled urban area with largely 
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non-owner-occupied multifamily housing, which is offset by train tracks, busy roads and its own hilly 

topography.  There is an emerging need to connect residents to services offered elsewhere in the 

community. 

Downtown, efforts are afoot to extend the Boardwalk westward along the Merrimack River and to add a 

cultural destination to Washington Square.  The Lupoli Heights project represents a major Downtown 

priority over the next year, as this 10 story tower will feature ground floor, outdoor and rooftop dining 

and commercial/retail options, a Northern Essex Community College culinary arts center and relocated 

One-Stop Career Center in addition to high-end waterfront rental units.  This project and the others 

build off the prior success of MassDevelopment’s Transformative Development Initiative. 

Improving the housing stock of the urban neighborhoods of Haverhill remains the preeminent mission of 

the City’s CDBG funds and of this Annual Plan.   

Access to First Time Homebuyer (FTHB) opportunities in this improved housing market also represents a 

continuing emphasis.  The eligible area for the FTHB program is narrowly concentrated and focused on 

the Mount Washington and Lower Acre neighborhoods with the lowest rates of owner-occupancy. 

Public Improvements through CDBG will be focused and concentrated on smaller underutilized public 

parcels in the Mount Washington neighborhood.  CDBG will leverage the State’s Greening the Gateways 

Cities grant, which will seek to plant 800 new trees on private and public property in the City’s 

Environmental Justice area during 2018-19. PARC grants (for Wysocki Park in Mount Washington), 

Gateway Cities Parks Grants (for Riverside Park) and increased Chapter 90 and Complete Streets bonus 

funds will be used for Public Improvements with CDBG funds mostly playing only a leveraging role. 

While the city, regional, state and national economy have greatly improved since the Recession, these 

economic gains have been uneven and have left some people behind.  Haverhill is no exception, and this 

explains continuing high service demand from subrecipients, charities and non-profits.  A good economy 

also poses its own set of challenges, such as inflation.  It also drives the focus of CDBG-funded Economic 

Development activities going forward, with a need to increase Labor Participation in urban 

neighborhoods such as Mt. Washington, and to promote small business growth in these neighborhoods 

and not just downtown. 

This Plan makes the most of available resources, leveraging and partnering wherever possible to make 

the most of this economy and this moment of opportunity.  Extending opportunity for all residents is the 

paramount goal of Community Development. 
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PR-05 Lead & Responsible Agencies - 91.200(b) 

1. Agency/entity responsible for preparing/administering the Consolidated Plan 

The following are the agencies/entities responsible for preparing the Consolidated Plan and those responsible for administration of 

each grant program and funding source. 

Agency Role Name Department/Agency 

Lead  Agency HAVERHILL   

CDBG Administrator HAVERHILL Community Development Department 

HOPWA Administrator     

HOME Administrator     

HOPWA-C Administrator     

Table 1 – Responsible Agencies 

 
Narrative 

The City of Haverhill, through its Community Development Department, is the agency responsible for the preparation and execution of the 

Annual Plan, within the framework of the Five-Year Consolidated Plan. 

The Community Development Department is led by William Pillsbury, Jr.  The Division Director is Andrew Herlihy. 

The City of Haverhill is not a Participating Jurisdiction (PJ) in terms of Home Investment Partnership Program (HOME) funding.  The City instead 

participates in the North Shore HOME Consortium; Haverhill is the largest of the North Shore HOME Consortium's 30 member communities.  The 

City of Peabody is the Participating Jurisdiction (PJ). 

The City contracts with a number of subrecipients in order to undertake its various projects and activities.  These subrecipients include local non-

profits, other City departments, consultants, contractors and agencies. 

Consolidated Plan Public Contact Information 
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The City of Haverhill Community Development Department is the lead agency responsible for the development, implementation, 

performance and oversight over the Consolidated Plan.  

The City of Haverhill Community Development Department operates out of Haverhill City Hall Room #309, 4 Summer Street, Haverhill, 

MA  01830.  

The City of Haverhill Community Development Department's telephone number is 978-374-2344 and fax is 978-374-2332. 
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AP-10 Consultation - 91.100, 91.200(b), 91.215(l) 

1. Introduction 

The City of Haverhill, through its Community Development Department as well as other city 

departments-- by way of collaborations, meetings, and outreach-- engages in a constant dialog with 

local non-profits, public housing agencies, homeless service providers, social service providers, 

neighborhood leaders, churches, businesses, chambers, civic organizations and residents for feedback 

that drives our Annual Plan. 

Provide a concise summary of the jurisdiction’s activities to enhance coordination between 

public and assisted housing providers and private and governmental health, mental health 

and service agencies (91.215(l)). 

The City is in regular communication with the Haverhill Housing Authority (HHA). City staff often attend 

HHA Board meetings and the Mayor is receiving regular updates from his appointed HHA Board 

members about any issues that may arise for residents. The City is analyzing possibly expanding City 

trash pickup and public recycling to certain HHA properties. In addition, the City arranged for scores of 

grant-funded trees to be planted in 2018 on HHA properties, which should reduce HHA's energy costs. 

The City works closely with several agencies that provide assistance to individuals with developmental 

disabilities and operate HOME-assisted group homes in the community. Career Resources Corporation 

(CRC) and OpportunityWorks also maintain a strong presence in, and partnership with, the City in terms 

of housing, employment and workforce development. 

The City continued its longstanding relationship with the community's major homeless services provider, 

Emmaus, Inc. This Community Housing Development Organization (CHDO) operates the city's main 

overnight homeless shelter (Mitch's Place) as well as a variety of housing for various needs (abused 

women and families, chronically homeless or those supported by Emergency Solutions Grants (ESG), 

Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) and other McKinney-Vento programs. Emmaus 

greatly contributes to the development of this Plan each year. Emmaus manages the Homeless Point-in-

Time Count and state Youth Homeless Count in coordination with City agencies (Community 

Development, School Department and Police) and other partners. 

One of the strongest relationships is between the City and Community Action Inc. (CAI), the Community 

Action Provider (CAP) agency for the Greater Haverhill area providing assistance and coordination 

between various agencies as it relates to housing, education, nutrition, English for Speakers of Other 

Languages (ESOL) Classes, family assistance and other anti-poverty programs. The City supports CAI's 

Homeless Drop-In Center through CDBG Public Services funds along with CAI's Heating Assistance 

program. The City stays in close contact with CAI's Housing Specialist, who works to refer individuals 

needing housing to the appropriate resources and a working list of local landlords. CAI's feedback is 
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integral to the development of this Plan, especially relying on CAI's expertise in combatting poverty, 

tenancy and adult basic education issues. Much feedback for this plan originated from the development 

of the Working Cities Challenge grant obtained by CAI with strong CDD involvement. This grant seeks to 

improve socioeconomic efforts of the impoverished and isolated Mount Washington neighborhood. 

With the recent wars and many Vietnam-era veterans approaching a post-employable age or nearing 

retirement, the needs of local veterans are clearly on the rise. Veterans and ther needs are becoming 

increasingly diverse. The City and the CDD have a close relationship with Veterans Northeast Outreach 

Center (VNEOC) that is clearly reflected in this Plan. 

Through ValleyWorks Career Center, the City joined the City of Lawrence and other state agencies and 

non-profits in developing a network to provide services for those seeking refuge from the hurricane in 

Puerto Rico. These needs are also considered in this Plan. 

The City is also working more closely with YouForward, a grant-funded effort to outreach to youth with 

mental illness issues and/or homelessness challenges, especially through the Emmaus-led Interfaith 

Network of Compassion (INC) and the Common Ground-led neighborhood homeless watch group. 

Describe coordination with the Continuum of Care and efforts to address the needs of 

homeless persons (particularly chronically homeless individuals and families, families with 

children, veterans, and unaccompanied youth) and persons at risk of homelessness. 

The City of Haverhill is the largest single community represented in the regional Continuum of Care 

(CoC), being one of the few active municipalities regularly attending CoC meetings. The local homeless 

population is of paramount concern. 

In the CoC, the City shares information, data and best practices about treatment, care and sheltering of 

homeless individuals and families. For example, thanks to guidance from the CoC, the CDD coordinates 

with the Haverhill Police Department, Haverhill High School and service providers such as Emmaus and 

CAI on the Annual Homeless Count. Homeless Information Management Systems (HMIS) have been 

been better coordinated and improved by the CoC and its sub-recipients such as Emmaus, Inc. The CoC 

budget makes HMIS support for local agencies such as Emmaus a 'Tier 2' activty for funding priority, 

because of the interagency collaboration that can lead to available beds, support services, family 

reunification, better client tracking, etc. 

Another key focus for the CoC will be the housing of homeless veterans, and the City, through its 

previous NSP activities, and its pending HOME-committed plans with Veterans Northeast Outreach 

Center, is well-positioned to continue its lead in this regard. The City is supporting the pending 

redevelopment of the former Gerson furniture complex on Washington Street into 40+ units of 

veterans' housing. The City has committed to support an addition four units of homeless veterans 

housing through the rehabilitation of two separate two-family dwellings in Mt. Washington. 
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The CoC provides an opportunity, vehicle and forum for the City to learn of effective strategies, funding 

options and regulations that can help transition homeless families to temporary and permanent housing 

more seamlessly. Lessons learned constitute valuable feedback and coordination. Among the prioirity 

focus areas include dealing with domestic violence victims, homeless youth and ex-convicts. Other 

concerns include housing of registered sex-offenders, substance abusers, immigrant families, homeless 

veterans and mentally ill populations. Innovative and cooperative solutions are needed to deal with such 

issues in a time of constrained budgets. 

One innovative approach that the City has deployed, in conjunction with CAI, is to provide an emergency 

housing fund that provides first/last rental assistance for rent-paying tenants who lose their units due to 

fire or other catastrophes not of their causing in cases of devastating fires or other tragic mishaps, some 

individuals and households end up in homeless shelters even though they are employed and paying 

regular rent, due to the lack of having adequate savings to provide a first and last to a new landlord 

when they are suddenly displaced. This is an example of the sort of issues that are addressed through 

the CoC process. 

The City continues to monitor the capacity and need for housing for homeless youth, foster kids, and 

instably housed 'couch-surfing' youth. 

Coordination for all of the various subsets of homeless or under-housed individuals remains an ongoing 

priority. 

Describe consultation with the Continuum(s) of Care that serves the jurisdiction’s area in 

determining how to allocate ESG funds, develop performance standards for and evaluate 

outcomes of projects and activities assisted by ESG funds, and develop funding, policies and 

procedures for the operation and administration of HMIS 

As a region with many smaller, more affluent and less diverse communities than Haverhill, this dynamic 

presents difficult issues for the CoC and North Shore HOME Consortium and Continuum of Care to 

handle. While the City is proud of its availbility of services and the quality of its service providers, the 

City cannot afford to take on all of the housing responsibilities of those from other communities who 

need services. 

In Haverhill, Emmaus directly manages the ESG funds for the community. Emmaus' HMIS challenges and 

workload have been steadily increasing, and this year's CoC plan again puts some additional resources 

into this area. The CoC has adopted a HMIS Governance Policy, which features performance standards, 

outcome evaluations, compliance monitoring, data quality and common definitions of homeless 

conditions. The coordinated entry system and HMIS are being evaluated for efficacy of operations, and 

CDD staff have been part of that monitoring effort. Emmaus has hired a Coordinated Entry Manager, 

who is the first point of contact for many homeless in the region. 
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Increased monitoring (of Coordinated Entry, HMIS management, Tier I and II services) offered through 

the CoC, is planned for this upcoming year, with the City of Haverhill as a neutral monitoring participant. 

Emmaus gets monitored separately on ESG funds. 

2. Agencies, groups, organizations and others who participated in the process and 

consultations 
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Table 2 – Agencies, groups, organizations who participated 

1 Agency/Group/Organization Haverhill Housing Authority 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

PHA 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Public Housing Needs 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homelessness Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Haverhill Housing Authority's input was sought from both staff, board and 

residents in terms of Housing issues in general, and more specifically what they are 

seeing from applicants seeking housing. Obviously they contributed in a specific 

sense, but also through more specific joint discussions at their Board meetings, 

toward the Public Housing needs section of the Plan. 

2 Agency/Group/Organization Career Resources 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-Employment 

Major Employer 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

CRC provided input regarding the workforce development needs of individuals 

with developmental disabilities, as well as veterans with head injuries or Post-

Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).  They have been a public services sub-receipient 

as well as a housing developer receiving HOME assistance.  Expected outcomes 

include successful employment placements for difficult-to-place individuals with 

developmental disabilities. 
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3 Agency/Group/Organization EMMAUS INC 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

Services-Children 

Services-Persons with HIV/AIDS 

Services-Victims of Domestic Violence 

Services-homeless 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

Services-Employment 

Service-Fair Housing 

Services - Victims 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Homelessness Strategy 

HOPWA Strategy 

Market Analysis 

Anti-poverty Strategy 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

As the administrator of Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) and Housing 

Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) funds, as well as operation of the 

city's largest housing shelter (Mitch's Place), Emmaus provides a great deal of input 

and insight into the plan, particularly as regards homelessness issues.  Emmaus is a 

lead organizer for the Annual Homeless Point-in-Time Count, and puts a face on 

homelessness issues in general. Emmaus is also an active CHDO involved with the 

Continuum of Care.  Expected outcomes include more services for the homeless, 

increased shelter capacity in the city, enhanced HMIS and cross-referrals for 

connecting homeless with available beds through regional Coordinated Entry 

systems, and more understanding of unaccompanied youth by working with the 

Haverhill Public Schools and their McKinney staff. 

4 Agency/Group/Organization COMMUNITY ACTION INC. 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

Services-Children 

Services-Victims of Domestic Violence 

Services-homeless 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

Services-Employment 

Service-Fair Housing 
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What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Homelessness Strategy 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The City always consults with CAI before undertaking the Plan, as the city's leading 

anti-poverty organization.  CAI is not only a double-subrecipient for their heating 

assistance and homeless drop-in center, but they provide go-to information on 

affordable and fair housing, poverty trends and education/training including ESOL 

and First-Time HomeBuyer classes.  Improved coordination and outcomes would 

result in a joint grant applications for different initiatives.  As it is, CAI is the lead 

agency and fiscal agent for the 'Working Cities Challenge Grant' with the Boston 

Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.  CAI oversees the staff, direction, strategy and 

performance of the Mt. Washington Alliance, working closely with the City in this 

important initiative to improve economic outcomes in the Mount Washington 

neighborhood. 

5 Agency/Group/Organization SALVATION ARMY 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-homeless 

Services - Victims 

Regional organization 

Neighborhood Organization 
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What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Homelessness Strategy 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Salvation Army serves a tremendous amount of low-income individuals with 

very little overhead.  They provide nearly all of their walk-in services to residents of 

the 01830 zip code (primarily the Acre neighborhood).  Their consultation reveals 

usage number for meals and emergency services actually increasing as the overall 

economy seems to be improving-- a sign of the dichotomy that is occurring 

between low-income and and other economic strata.  Areas for coordination 

include assisting Salvation Army with more operational efficiency (i.e. use of the 

Greater Boston Food Bank) and paperwork demands. 

6 Agency/Group/Organization Veterans Northeast Outreach Center 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-homeless 

Services-Health 

Services-Employment 

Regional organization 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homelessness Needs - Veterans 

Homelessness Strategy 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

A large regional services provider for veterans and their families, VNOC counsels 

veterans, providing job training, assistance with VA benefits and other 

programming. VNOC is a large and growing housing developer, addressing the 

needs of homeless veterans, providing intensive services and meals programs. 

VNOC provided a great deal of input to the Plan regarding veterans housing 

specifically and economic redevelopment in general. Further coordination will 

include using HOME funds to complete construction with Coalition for a Better 

Acre for the 44+ unit Gerson Furniture site redevelopment project at the foot of 

Mount Washington.  In addition, VNOC and the City will work on strategies for 

other housing redevelopment projects and enhanced coordinated services for 

needy veterans as well. 

7 Agency/Group/Organization PREGNANCY CARE CENTER 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Persons with HIV/AIDS 

Services-Victims of Domestic Violence 

Services-homeless 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

PCC is a sub-recipient that provides services to young, at-risk or impoverished 

mothers or expected mothers.  They provide input to the Plan as regards trends in 

teen pregnancy trends and other dynamics.  They will be a sub-recipient again in 

PY2017, with opportunities for continued consultation. Although teen pregnancies 

are down, those who are in this situation are finding themselves with greater 

needs. 
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8 Agency/Group/Organization BETHANY HOMES INC 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-Health 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Market Analysis 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Bethany successfully manages a great deal of downtown housing complexes and 

units for elderly residents on fixed incomes. They provide input to the Plan as 

regards this important population and on housing issues in general. Further 

coordination with the CDD and HHA is needed as the Mission Towers Complex now 

accepts Section 8 vouchers exclusively. the City looks to engage them on discussion 

on the need for additional elder units.  In addition, the CDBG will fund an 

intergenerational mentoring program run by Bethany working with Haverhill High 

School. 

11 Agency/Group/Organization REBUILDING TOGETHER/GREATER HAVERHILL, INC. 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homelessness Strategy 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

CDBG funds are the primary revenue source for Rebuilding Together in Haverhill, a 

program that uses professional contractors who volunteer their time the last 

Saturday in April every year for housing rehabilitation projects around the city. 

These projects are generally smaller but similar to the CDD's Housing 

Rehabilitation and Code Correction program (HRCCP). Their consultation regards 

trends they see in regards to housing rehab requests and ADA issues for 

homeowners. Further coordination with Rebuilding Together will result in a hand-

off of projects between HRCCP and Rebuilding Together depending upon 

circumstances, budgets, and schedules. 

12 Agency/Group/Organization Common Ground Cafe 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-homeless 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Strategy 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Economic Development 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Common Ground Ministries works 7 days a week providing an afternoon meals 

program, clothing, monthly food giveaways, and other support for homeless street 

people in the Acre. There has been much coordination with them around the Plan 

regarding homeless services, community policing, and neighborhood meetings 

with their surrounding abutters and the Police regarding maintaining economic 

viability of this commercial thoroughfare while providing assistance to large 

numbers of homeless individuals with nowhere else to go. Over the next year, the 

City seeks to finalize relocation of their growing operations to 194 Winter Street, 

another nearby location with better parking, loading, accommodations, etc., in 

order that Common Ground can provide more services with greater efficiency. 

13 Agency/Group/Organization Haverhill YMCA 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

Services-Children 

Services-Victims of Domestic Violence 

Services-homeless 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

Health Agency 

Regional organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Homelessness Strategy 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The YMCA provides youth and teen after-school wellness and enrichment services 

to hundreds of youth, especially in the Acre neighborhood. The YMCA also runs a 

large daycare and early education center, participating in the Preschool Expansion 

Grant (PEG). The YMCA also permanently houses scores of previously chronically-

homeless individuals. The Y provides input to the Plan regarding homeless 

numbers, youth needs, homeless youth, early childhood education, and requests 

and neighborhood needs. Further coordination with them will include their 

possible expansion of child care services into other parts of the Target Area. 

14 Agency/Group/Organization St. James Parish 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-homeless 

Services - Victims 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homelessness Strategy 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

St. James Parish in the Lower Acre is a Roman Catholic church that was 

traditionally Irish but is now very diverse, with Spanish language Masses that make 

them a real community anchor for Latinos in the Acre.  The Parish, along with its 

sister parish St. John's, operates the Open Hand Pantry at the Universalist 

Unitarian church basement on Ashland Street. They are also the home base for a 

local chapter of St. Vincent de Paul that will provide utility, spot rent, and 

household good assistance to needy low-income renters. Their input revolves 

around the numbers of low-income individuals that they are seeing, as well as the 

needs of the minority Latino community. Further coordination will include helping 

the parish to learn better management practices of the Food Pantry from the 

Greater Boston Food Bank's technical assistance and others. Two CDBG sub 

recipients operate under the St. James umbrella. 
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15 Agency/Group/Organization Vinfen 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-Education 

Health Agency 

Foundation 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Vinfen operates the Haverhill Clubhouse on Locust Street which provides day 

services for individuals with mental illness and referrals from the State Department 

of Mental Health.  Vinfen also is the lead agency for the 'You Forward' organization 

which is funded through a major 5-year grant to assist youth dealing with mental 

health and other personal crises.  Vinfen was consulted about the Plan regarding 

mental health services in the communit 

16 Agency/Group/Organization NFI MA 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services - Housing 

Services-Children 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-Persons with HIV/AIDS 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

Services - Victims 

Child Welfare Agency 

Publicly Funded Institution/System of Care 
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What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Homelessness Strategy 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

HOPWA Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

NFI merged with Team Coordinating Agency (TCA) in 2015, taking over operation 

of TCA's HOME-funded group homes for state-referred or homeless youth.  NFI 

also is on the front lines of the opioid epidemic, serving as the community's largest  

substance abuse treatment and counseling agency, providing methadone, anti-

opiate and anti-heroin clinics, and hospital referrals.  NFI heads the Haverhill 

Opioid Prevention and Education (HOPE) Task Force, which is a coalition of scores 

of agencies and individuals in the community working to combat the scourge of 

opioid addiction.  NFI was consulted for this Plan regarding homeless youth, 

Department of Children and Families (DCF) issues, substance abuse trends 

(including heroin abuse), and unresolved mental health capacity. The City is 

looking for solutions for other issues affecting the increasingly-younger homeless 

community, primarily regarding addiction and treatment. NFI is also co-sponsoring 

a boxing club for street youth in Mount Washington this upcoming year with some 

seed money from CDBG, which will require ongoing coordination.  NFI will be a 

new sub recipient this year with a novel Narcan distribution program for opioid 

affected households. 

17 Agency/Group/Organization Greater Haverhill Chamber of Commerce 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Employment 

Business and Civic Leaders 

Foundation 
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What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Chamber represents the voice of businesses in the community.  In addition, its 

Community Arts and Education Foundation has been involved with Creative 

Haverhill and other cultural endeavors downtown.  The Chamber has also served 

as a strong partner in the Mount Washington Alliance and the Working Cities 

Challenge effort.  The Chamber also provides business assistance to small 

businesses through SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Executives) and other tools.  

The Chamber was consulted regarding economic development, workforce 

development, supporting micro-enterprises, and the creative economy. New 

leadership began at the Chamber in June, 2018. 

18 Agency/Group/Organization North Shore Community Development Coalition 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Regional organization 

Community Development Financial Institution 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

North Shore CDC is a developer of affordable housing in Essex County that is 

considering projects in Haverhill.  They were consulted on this Plan regarding their 

strategies for developing housing and/or job training centers.  They were a 

participant in the MVPC regional Housing Production Plan. 
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19 Agency/Group/Organization Somebody Cares New England 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-homeless 

Services - Victims 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Strategy 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Somebody Cares has taken over an old funeral home atop Mount Washington and 

is a leading community voice in that low-income neighborhood. They operate a 

food distribution program and provide other services and counseling to low-

income residents. They are also involved with hosting events with the Mount 

Washington Alliance.Further coordination with Somebody Cares may involve the 

renovation of an abandoned and rundown former church just up the street that 

could become a badly-needed youth center. In addition, there will be a need for 

coordination in order to possibly create an emergency shelter or two from the 

basement of Somebody Care's building. 

20 Agency/Group/Organization COALITION FOR A BETTER ACRE 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

Regional organization 

Community Development Financial Institution 
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What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Needs - Veterans 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Market Analysis 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Coalition for a Better Acre (CBA) is a Lowell-based Community Housing 

Development Organization (CHDO) that is now undertaking housing projects in 

Haverhill, including the Gerson furniture complex redevelopment. They have been 

consulted as regards housing needs for low-income individuals and redevelopment 

of large vacant parcels.  It is hoped that further coordination will see the Gerson 

project on Washington Street through to completion in order to create at least 44 

units of veterans housing. They have been involved with Working Cities efforts in 

both Lowell and Haverhill. 

21 Agency/Group/Organization Team Haverhill 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Civic Leaders 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Team Haverhill is a local civic group comprised of community residents interested 

in making Haverhill a better place to live, work, and play. They were consulted 

from the Plan early on in alignment with their community visioning sessions 

(Possible Dreams). They seek to champion doable causes that volunteers can 

execute. Areas for improved coordination going forward will include the use of the 

City's new docks and downtown redevelopment. In addition, Team Haverhill has 

advocated for a pocket park at the corner of High and Grove Streets through their 

involvement with the Mt. Washington Alliance. 

22 Agency/Group/Organization HAVERHILL POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Health 

Services - Victims 

Other government - Local 

Grantee Department 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Street Gang Prevention 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Haverhill Police Department (HPD) was consulted regarding this Plan, 

especially on their opioid prevention work and neighborhood street gang 

prevention activities.  They also provide community policing and targeted 

neighborhood patrols which yields useful crime data analysis.  The CDBG Target 

Area features the highest criminal activity in the city. In addition, the Police 

administer the anti-gang Shannon and Byrne grants. Improved coordination will 

need to revolve around community policing strategies, anti-opioid abuse efforts, 

and connections with Haverhill High's Violence Intervention Program.  The HPD's 

Community Action Team is participating in neighborhood meetings with the CDD 

and also participating in the Annual Homeless and Unaccompanied Youth counts. 
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23 Agency/Group/Organization ELDER SERVICES OF THE MERRIMACK VALLEY 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-Health 

Services - Victims 

Regional organization 

Major Employer 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Elder Services (ESMV) heads an elder protection network providing care, assistance 

and basic necessities to homebound seniors and elders on fixed incomes, with a 

goal of keeping seniors in their homes.  ESMV also runs a brown bag food program 

for seniors out of the Pentucket Lake and Silver Hill Schools.  ESMV was consulted 

about the need of homebound seniors and elderly needs for this Plan. 

24 Agency/Group/Organization Mill Cities Community Investments 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

Services-Education 

Service-Fair Housing 

Community Development Financial Institution 

Private Sector Banking / Financing 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 

Lead-based Paint Strategy 

de-leading 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Mill Cities (MCCI) has performed as the main banking and lending entity for low-to-

moderate income homeowners looking to utilize the State's 'Get the Lead Out' de-

leading program.  The CDD has worked to assist applicants and MCCI in getting 

deals done to remove lead hazards.  MCCI is also providing funds to micro-

enterprises and start-up entrepreneurs to get their businesses off the ground.  

MCCI was consulted on the Plan regarding lead hazard removal and the affordable 

housing development parts of the Plan. The outcomes for improved coordination 

moving forward are to process even more " Get the Lead Out" and micro 

enterprise opportunity loans. 

25 Agency/Group/Organization Merrimack Valley Workforce Investment Board 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Employment 

Other government - Local 

Regional organization 

Business and Civic Leaders 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Economic Development 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

MVWIB is a private-sector led board that oversees and funds the federally-funded 

public workforce development system, which includes unemployment and job 

training.  MVWIB oversees the ValleyWorks Career Centers in Lawrence and 

Haverhill.  CDD staff represent the City on the MVWIB.  The WIB was consulted on 

this Plan regarding economic development needs, especially regarding large 

employers, and provided unemployment rate data. Moving forward, improved 

coordination with the WIB should lead to the maintenance of a permanently 

relocated Haverhill Career Center closer to the Downtown and/or Target Area, 

more job training programs in manufacturing to benefit our largest employers 

(such as Southwick Clothing), and an increased labor participation rate. 
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26 Agency/Group/Organization YWCA 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

Services-Persons with HIV/AIDS 

Services-Victims of Domestic Violence 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

Services - Victims 

Health Agency 

Regional organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Haverhill YWCA merged with the YWCA of Greater Lawrence, with a renewed 

focus on women in crisis, after-school programs, and domestic violence 

prevention. The YWCA has input in the plan regarding abused women and children 

and the infrastructure available to them in Haverhill.  In 2018, the YWCA filled 10 

rehabilitated units of previously vacant housing in the Winter Street building, 

though both CDBG and HOME investments. This housing addresses a documented 

need for temporary housing for abused women and children.  CDBG funds will also 

provide a new sidewalk in front of the YWCA after completion of construction of 

the new housing units. 

27 Agency/Group/Organization Merrimack Valley Planning Commission 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Regional organization 

Planning organization 

Community Development Financial Institution 
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What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Merrimack Valley Planning Commission (MVPC) is the regional planning entity 

that oversees transportation funding through the Metropolitan Planning 

Organization, economic planning and reorganization. They were consulted on the 

Plan relative to transportation and public improvement projects, including he 

Bradford Rail Trail and the Water Street greenway and Main Street corridor 

project. They were also included in planning regarding Harbor Place and 

MassWorks initiatives. The MVPC's Priority Strategies for Growth study was 

consulted about their potential of undertaking an Analysis of Impediments study 

for Haverhill's housing situation, in conjunction with other municipalities. This AI 

report would represent a major anticipated outcome, presenting the perfect 

opportunity for regional cooperation.In addition, the MVPC is created a Regional 

Housing Plan that includes a Haverhill Housing Production Plan of its own.  The City 

worked closely with the MVPC on this Housing Plan, which includes a great deal of 

solicitation of public input and feedback through formal, interpersonal and online 

formats.The City was also intensely involved with the production of the updated 

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) plan for the region, which 

was submitted for July 1, 2018 adoption. 

28 Agency/Group/Organization Haverhill Department of Public Works 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Other government - Local 

Grantee Department 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Public Improvements 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The DPW manages most of the Public Improvement projects in the City, including 

those funded through CDBG.  The DPW was consulted regarding the 2017-18 

paving list and scheduling of public improvement projects.  The anticipated 

outcome is to efficiently and effectively undertake the various public improvement 

projects slated for this year. 

29 Agency/Group/Organization Haverhill Public Schools 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

Other government - Local 

Grantee Department 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The School Department was consulted for their role in working with homeless 

youth, children with housing instability, especially 'couch surfing' unaccompanied 

youth with no formal address.  The McKinney liaison at the School Department 

provided input regarding these unattached youth and the challenge and expenses 

(such as transportation) of serving them. Moving forward, the outcome from 

improved coordination is to better identify these youth, these needs and how to 

resolve them. Another outcome is to pursue grants together with the schools, as 

the interconnection between school performance and housing is very real. 

30 Agency/Group/Organization Ruth's House 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-homeless 

Services-Employment 

Neighborhood Organization 
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What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Economic Development 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Ruth's House is a local organization that seeks to assist families in crisis with 

clothing needs and access to informational resources.  Since 1992 Ruth's House 

has provided clothing and employment training opportunities to individuals and 

families in need though out the community.  Ruth's House has input in the Plan 

regarding the areas of need for families with low income. They will be a Public 

Service sub recipient again in this upcoming year. 

31 Agency/Group/Organization Sarah's Place 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Health Agency 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Sarah's Place, a nonprofit adult day health program for elders and disabled adults, 

works with primary care physicians to determine participants' health status and 

needs. The organization is committed to keeping individuals healthy, active and in 

the community. Sarah's Place has input on the plan with regards to the needs of 

elderly persons In Haverhill living on a fixed income. They will be a Public Service 

sub recipient again in this upcoming year. 
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32 Agency/Group/Organization HAVERHILL CITIZENS CENTER - HUMAN SERVICES 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-homeless 

Services-Health 

Grantee Department 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Park improvements 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The City's Human Services Department includes the Council on Aging, Youth 

Recreation, Veterans Services, Council on Disabilities, Meals on Wheels and the 

Parks Departments, among others.  This City Department has been closely 

consulted for this Plan with regards to Park Improvements (such as Wysocki Park 

and Moody School), elder services, ADA accessibility issues in parks, veterans 

affairs and other matters.  In addition, the Parks Department was involved with the 

CDD on the development of the new 6 year Open Space and Recreation Plan to the 

State, blending priorities together. 

33 Agency/Group/Organization Haverhill's Brightside 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Other government - Local 

Volunteers 

Grantee Department 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

public improvements 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

This City-chartered, volunteer-led organization is committed to public 

beautification efforts, including community gardens and adopt-a-parks.  They were 

consulted regarding their plans for adding flowers, cleaning lots and making other 

select neighborhood improvements, such as at Bullen Park and Union Park. 

34 Agency/Group/Organization Boys and Girls Club of Greater Haverhill 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Boys and Girls Club is a leading provider of youth services and after school 

programs.  Many of their members are from working class and Low-Moderate 

income families.  They will be a sub-receipient again in this upcoming Program 

Year. The Boys and Girls Club, located on Emerson Street in Downtown, was 

consulted for the Plan in regards to Unaccompanied Youth, anti-gang activities and 

improving academic performance outside of school and in households with 

parents working second shift jobs.  A possible outcome for the upcoming year 

includes their possible expansion as part of TDI and parking improvements in the 

downtown district. 

35 Agency/Group/Organization Creative Haverhill 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Employment 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Economic Development 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Creative Haverhill is an arts and cultural clearinghouse that provides employment 

assistance and opportunities for the city's creative, artistic and cultural sector 

through various programs and promotional opportunities. This agency will no 

longer be receiving John and Abigail Adams state arts funds as the Massachusetts 

Cultural Council has ended the program.  This poses some institutional challenges 

for Creative Haverhill, which not only promotes the state-designated Cultural 

District but also is affiliated with the Cogswell School Arts Space renovation 

project. The City will not be funding Creative Haverhill directly this year but hopes 

to see the agency stay solvent as the Cogswell project unfolds.  It is hoped that 

with other private and grant funding that Creative Haverhill can keep its 'No More 

Starving Artists' technical assistance sessions alive and remain a positive economic 

development factor in the community.  Creative Haverhill remains a partner in the 

TDI Partnership and other affiliations, assisting the City in implementing the TDI 

Tools grants. 

36 Agency/Group/Organization HAVERHILL PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-homeless 

Services-Education 

Other government - Local 

Grantee Department 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Library is a tremendous comity resource, and has hosted many Community 

Development outreach events and HOME public meetings and even affordable 

housing lotteries.  The Library is also frequented by many homeless individuals and 

youth, and Library staff is increasingly providing more services to them. The Library 

will be working to increase its use of technology to close a digital divide in the 

community, while still providing for the literacy and literary needs to the 

community. 

37 Agency/Group/Organization Haverhill Inner City Boxing Club 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Gang Prevention 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Haverhill Inner-City Boxing is a CDBG-funded sub recipient that serves a population 

of street kids who do not feel comfortable at other youth-serving agencies.  The 

Club works to combat gang involvement and opioid and drug abuse.  The Club 

works with youth to stay in school and keep up with homework through their use 

of after school tutors at the Club.  The Club provided input to the Plan by 

contributing feedback on youth and neighborhood trends. 

38 Agency/Group/Organization BREAD & ROSES HOUSING 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Anti-poverty Strategy 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Bread and Roses Housing is a CHDO out of Lawrence that is interested in 

developing housing in Haverhill.  The City consulted with them about the need for 

affordable housing needs and they are planning to redevelop the extremely 

blighting former St. George's Church atop Mount Washington into 10 low-income 

(50% AMI) homeownership townhouse units.  The anticipated outcome of this 

project is a HOME-funded transformative neighborhood redevelopment project.  

Bread and Roses has also been strongly involved with the development of the 

MVPC's Regional Housing Plan. 

39 Agency/Group/Organization OPEN HEARTS MINISTRIES INC 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-homeless 

Services - Victims 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Homelessness Strategy 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Open Hearts is a street outreach and social services agency that operates out the 

First Baptist Church near City Hall, the Acre and Highland neighborhoods.  They 

provide a myriad of services for low-moderate income people, some homeless and 

others struggling to obtain non-housing necessities.  They also operate a significant 

Sunday meals program, the only one in the city on that day of the week.  Open 

Hearts was consulted in regards to homeless needs and demand for non-housing 

necessities by various low-moderate income residents of the center of the city. 
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40 Agency/Group/Organization COMMUNITY TEAMWORK, INC. 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services-Children 

Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-homeless 

Services-Health 

Services-Education 

Services-Employment 

Service-Fair Housing 

Health Agency 

Regional organization 

Community Development Financial Institution 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Community Teamwork Inc. (CTI) out of Lowell is seeking to expand its services into 

the Greater Haverhill area, including housing workshops, landlord training, post-

purchase housing counseling, home modifications to ADA standards, and other 

assistance to multi-unit owners.  CTI also runs the Merrimack Valley Small Business 

Center, which provides one-on-one business consulting to small businesses and 

micro enterprises that may be funded with CDBG funding this upcoming year.   

Given the variety of services that CTI provides, there are numerous ways in which 

the City can further coordinate new service offerings for the community to 

supplement what CAI and other agencies offer. 
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41 Agency/Group/Organization Northeast Legal Aid 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services - Housing 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Services-Victims of Domestic Violence 

Services-Education 

Services-Employment 

Service-Fair Housing 

Services - Victims 

Regional organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Northeast Legal Aid established a satellite office in Haverhill two years ago with 

CDBG assistance.  NLA's Haverhill office is providing walk-in assistance for those 

seeking free legal assistance on civil matters, usually housing related (foreclosure 

prevention, eviction prevention, utility shut-offs, etc.).  The agency also counsels 

small businesses, start-ups and entrepreneurs on legal matters such as taxes, 

incorporation/establishment and permit filings.  The agency was consulted on the 

Plan over housing issues relative to tenancy rights, foreclosure trends and business 

permitting issues.  Anticipated outcomes are to continue NLA's growing presence 

in Haverhill even without CDBG funding. 

42 Agency/Group/Organization ACTION INC 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services - Housing 

Services-Health 

Regional organization 
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What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Lead-based Paint Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

ACTION, Inc. provides energy-efficiency improvements to low-moderate income 

residents who qualify for the LIHEAP or HEARTWAP federal programs.  ACTION, 

Inc. is a subcontractor for Community Action and they work closely with the City's 

HRCCP Program to augment and leverage HUD housing rehabilitation dollars.  They 

were consulted for this Plan in terms of housing rehabilitation, heating assistance 

and LIHEAP trends, and energy efficiency.  Anticipated outcomes are to use 

ACTION funds and save and stretch CDBG rehab funds in multiple dwellings. 

43 Agency/Group/Organization Urban Village Montessori, Inc. d/d/a Marigold Montessori 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Education 

Services-Employment 

Child Welfare Agency 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Urban Village Montessori is a neighborhood-based, Montessori-based early 

education center.  Part of the Wildflower network, they are promoting small-scale 

quality early education/child care centers in distressed neighborhoods.  Now 

Wildflower is seeking to expand into a new location in the beleaguered Mount 

Washington neighborhood.  They provided significant consultation to the Plan, 

participating in the Preschool Expansion planning grant, providing critical data that 

details the efficacy of investing in early childhood education and its long-term 

economic and educational gains.  Through enhanced coordination, the CIty seeks 

to support the expansion of Wildflower Montessoris in the Gerson project in order 

to give Mount Washington parents a opportunity to obtain employment and enter 

the labor force in this improved job market. 
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44 Agency/Group/Organization Peabody Resident Services 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Peabody Properties is a major property manager for several of the largest and 

newest housing projects in the city.  Peabody manages the Hayes Building, Harbor 

Place, Winter Street School and other units.  They have run affordable housing 

lotteries for multiple projects including Harbor Place.  Their housing development 

arm, the Affordable Housing and Services Collaborative has obtained State funds 

from DHCD to redevelop the abandoned, blighting Chen's Building downtown.  The 

City consulted with them on the Plan relative to expanding access to housing 

lotteries, issues in managing rental properties and developing more affordable 

units.  The expected outcome is construction of the Chen Building project on Essex 

Street, which has received State Historic Tax credits and HOME funds. 

45 Agency/Group/Organization Dakota Partners, Inc. 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Dakota Partners is a large housing development agency that has constructed 

Tenney Place (Phase I- 72 units) and is completing construction of Phase II (72 

additional units) in the western side of the city. They have received HOME funds 

for both phases along with DHCD 'One-Stop' funds.  The City consulted with them 

relative to housing, construction costs, permitting and developing additional 

affordable units.  The expected outcome of coordination is the smooth delivery of 

constructed Phase II units. 

46 Agency/Group/Organization Greater Haverhill Foundation 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Business Leaders 

Business and Civic Leaders 

Foundation 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Greater Haverhill Foundation is a leading entity in the City with significant 

historical impact, dating back to the establishment of the Ward Hill Industrial Park 

in the 1960s.  More recently, the Foundation has been involved with the 

redevelopment of the waterfront, including assisting in the purchase of the 

railroad corridor that became the Bradford Rail-Trail and also in terms of improving 

boating access on the Merrimack through bathymetric studies, channeling and 

updated mapping.  Most notable, however, has been the Foundation's 

involvement with the transformative Harbor Place development.  They are a 

leading partner, with the Planning Office for Urban Affairs, in this significant urban 

redevelopment project.  The City has consulted with them on this Plan concerning 

the upcoming MassWorks grant, urban redevelopment, the addition of market 

rate housing that Phase II will feature, construction issues and other economic 

development items.  Expected outcomes are the development of a new 35-

condominium unit along the Boardwalk on Merrimack Street this year. 

Additionally, the Foundation is co-funding an Economic Development Specialist 

position along with the City to be a liaison between the City and the business 

community, cataloguing available commercial and industrial space. 

47 Agency/Group/Organization Haverhill Downtown Boxing Inc. 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Education 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Haverhill Downtown Boxing Club is a new CDBG-funded sub-recipient that also 

trains street kids in the discipline of boxing.  They work to keep youth out of gangs 

and in school.  The City consulted with them on gang and youth issues including 

drug abuse, graffiti and homelessness.  Expected outcome are to work with 17 

low-income youth through their programming. 

48 Agency/Group/Organization Urban Kindness 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Civic Leaders 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Urban Kindness is a Mount Washington-based neighborhood action group that is 

comprised of residents and activists who are working to improve the quality of life 

in their neighborhood.  They are very active in the Mt. Washington Alliance and 

the Working Cities grant.  They promote community gardens, holiday lighting, 

neighborhood cleanups, lending libraries and involvement with the Tilton School 

PTO.  The City consulted heavily with Urban Kindness and received feedback back 

at their meetings about neighborhood issues in Mount Washington, such as vacant 

housing, code issues, trash/sanitation, parks, parking, and economic development.  

One of the anticipated outcomes of this enhanced coordination with Urban 

Kindness will be opening the 'Make-It Haverhill' maker space grant proposal for the 

blighting 301 Washington Street building. 
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49 Agency/Group/Organization Dinah's House 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Victims of Domestic Violence 

Services-homeless 

Services - Victims 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Affiliated with the Trinity Episcopal Church, Dinah's House operates a community 

drop-in center to support Domestic Violence victims and women in crisis and stuck 

in a loop of poverty.  The City worked to relocate Dinah's House to a larger location 

Downtown to accommodate their growing caseload.  In addition, Dinah's House 

presented information to the Plan about the need for specialized services for 

women and single mothers in poverty, as well as the need for ESOL and issues 

concerning transportation and the poor. 

50 Agency/Group/Organization Katydid Foundation 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Foundation 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The Katydid Foundation is a non-profit that provides housing for disabled adults 

with Autism Spectrum Disorder, and provides advocacy for such families.  They 

operate a group home in Haverhill that was previously funded with HOME funds.  

Katydid provided input to the Plan regarding autism, which affects 1 in every 68 

births, and the needs of congregate housing after tax changes that affect their 

finances. 
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51 Agency/Group/Organization MERRIMACK VALLEY CATHOLIC CHARITIES (MVCC) 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services - Housing 

Services-Elderly Persons 

Services-homeless 

Services-Health 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Merrimack Valley Catholic Charities provides an array of social services, including 

food services for pantries and rental assistance, across the Merrimack Valley.  They 

directly serve around 30 Haverhill households, and they are seeking to expand 

their presence in Haverhill.  They provided input to the Plan regarding the needs of 

low-income families, and the affect rising rents are having in terms of eroding food 

budgets. 

52 Agency/Group/Organization Disabled American Veterans Post 20 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Persons with Disabilities 

Publicly Funded Institution/System of Care 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homelessness Needs - Veterans 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The DAV brought the needs of poor and hungry veterans to light in terms of Public 

Services, and contributed to the Plan in terms of Public Improvements by seeking 

to replace vandalized and damaged/destroyed benches around the Korean War 

Memorial in G.A.R. Park. 
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53 Agency/Group/Organization Mount Washington Alliance 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services - Housing 

Services-Education 

Services-Employment 

Health Agency 

Business Leaders 

Civic Leaders 

Business and Civic Leaders 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Economic Development 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Perhaps no organization had more impact into the development of the Plan than 

the Mt. Washington Alliance (MWA), which is the organization founded through 

the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston's Working Cities Challenge Grant to improve 

socioeconomic outcomes in the Mount Washington neighborhood.  It is led by 

Community Action but includes a number of public, private, service, religious, 

education, neighborhood, business and resident groups working together.  The 

City is an active participant in the MWA which meets at least monthly and has two 

paid staff members driving multiple working groups around education, 

employment/training, housing/neighborhood conditions, and 

health/transportation. 

54 Agency/Group/Organization MERIIMACK VALLEY HABITAT FOR HUMANITY 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services - Housing 

Regional organization 
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What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Habitat for Humanity is seeking additional opportunities to develop owner-

occupied housing in Haverhill.  They contributed to the "Expend Type, Supply and 

Diversity of Housing' section of the Plan and the need to increase Owner-

occupancy in distressed neighborhoods.  The CDD will seek opportunities to build 

such 'sweat-equity' owner-occupied housing for low-moderate income households 

in Target neighborhoods during the upcoming year. 

55 Agency/Group/Organization GroundWork Lawrence 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Regional organization 

Planning organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

environmental equity 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Groundwork Lawrence works with the City to add open space and recreational 

investments to the Environmental Justice zone of Haverhill.  They help administer 

the Greening the Gateway Cities grant, conducting bi-lingual outreach in the Target 

neighborhoods.  They also help organize planning efforts around developing a 

community boating/rowing program in the City.  They assisted in the development 

of the Public Improvements section of the Plan. 

56 Agency/Group/Organization L'Arche Irenicon Boston North 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services-Persons with Disabilities 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Larche provided input to the Plan regarding their challenges and efforts in housing 

individuals with developmental disabilities.  They operate multiple group homes, 

some HOME-supported, in Haverhill, They contributed to the 'Expand Diversity and 

Types of Housing' section of the Plan. 

57 Agency/Group/Organization Community Inroads 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Education 

Planning organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

subrecipient training 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Community Inroads (formerly Jericho Road-Lawrence) is a non-profit for non-

profits that provides technical assistance, training and mentoring to sub-recipients 

and their boards  to help them achieve CHDO certification or more diverse board 

constitution. They provided input to the state of affairs for Public Services and 

many non-profit agencies. 

58 Agency/Group/Organization Youth EmpowerHouse 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-Victims of Domestic Violence 

Services - Victims 

Child Welfare Agency 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

This agency consulted with the CDD about CDBG funds in the future, as this agency 

underwent a transition from Girl's Inc. to Youth EmpowerHouse. The new agency is 

co-ed and seeks to promote STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and 

Mathematics), art, theater and healthy choices for local youth.  They are still 

located in the Lower Acre and seek to expand their footprint and offerings, 

including child care.  They influenced the Public Services section of the Plan. 

59 Agency/Group/Organization Joyful Ladle 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Health 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

This all-volunteer organization, celebrating its 35th year, provides free community 

meals every Wednesday in the basement of the Trinity Episcopal Church in the 

Lower Acre.  They provided feedback to the Plan in terms of community needs of 

the homeless and near-homeless families that they see and serve every week. 

60 Agency/Group/Organization Haverhill.biz 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Business Leaders 

Neighborhood Organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Economic Development 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Haverhill.biz was created in 2017 as an organizational alliance that advocates on 

behalf of Haverhill's business community, in particular Downtown. They focus on 

issues that directly impact Haverhill downtown businesses such as transportation, 

parking, public safety, infrastructure, maintenance and improvement, signage, 

taxes, cleanliness and zoning. They are a leading web business development and 

promotional presence for Haverhill, connecting a community of disparate Haverhill 

businesses, especially in advanced technological sectors. They gave feedback to 

the Plan in terms of economic development, especially micro enterprise support 

and facade improvement. 

61 Agency/Group/Organization Merrimack Valley Chamber of Commerce 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Regional organization 

Business Leaders 

Business and Civic Leaders 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Economic Development 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The MV Chamber represents many businesses in the region, including in Haverhill.  

They provided feedback for the Economic Development section of the Plan. 

62 Agency/Group/Organization Boston Community Capital 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Business Leaders 

Community Development Financial Institution 

Private Sector Banking / Financing 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Economic Development 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The CDD met with Boston Community Capital about how they could underwrite 

certain projects to advance neighborhood stabilization in Haverhill. 

63 Agency/Group/Organization LAWRENCE COMMUNITYWORKS INC 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services - Housing 

Services-Employment 

Service-Fair Housing 

Regional organization 

Community Development Financial Institution 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Market Analysis 

Economic Development 

Anti-poverty Strategy 

Lead-based Paint Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Lawrence Community Works is a leading community based development 

organization and provider that provides Foreclosure assistance to Haverhill 

residents and offers First-Time Homebuyer classes in Spanish and English for 

Haverhill residents, in addition to all of the myriad of social services they provide in 

Lawrence.  They provide feedback to the Plan especially in terms of housing and 

public services. 
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64 Agency/Group/Organization Horizons for Homeless Children 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Housing 

Services-Children 

Services-Victims of Domestic Violence 

Services-homeless 

Services - Victims 

Child Welfare Agency 

Regional organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Housing Need Assessment 

Homeless Needs - Families with children 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Homelessness Strategy 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Out of their Lawrence office, Horizons for Homeless Children offers assistance for 

homeless youth.  They provided feedback for the Plan regarding homeless youth 

through the homeless youth count and other conversations. 

65 Agency/Group/Organization UNITED TEEN EQUALITY CENTER ("UTEC") 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Child Welfare Agency 

Regional organization 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 

Anti-Gang Strategies 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

UTEC (of Lowell) is a non-profit organization that has demonstrated notable 

success in combatting recidivism among youth offenders, ex-offenders and Court-

involved youth.  they are notable for their outreach to street gang populations.  

UTEC is being hired through the Shannon Grant to provide a street outreach 

worker in Haverhill to connect with gang members and steer them in more 

productive directions.  They have employment and training available to lure youth 

away from gangs.  They contributed to the Plan through their input on the Mayor's 

Anti-Gang Task Force. 

66 Agency/Group/Organization UMASS LOWELL 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Regional organization 

University- Higher Education 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Economic Development 

Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

The City consulted with the new iHub staff at UMass-Lowell's new Harbor Place 

satellite campus in Haverhill about micro-enterprise support and trends in 

Economic Development.  The iHub has hosted numerous events including a 

Creative Industry Night and other important regional economic development 

roundtables.  Entrepreneurs are currently taking advantage of shared space in the 

iHub, and they are targets for growing their businesses here in Haverhill. 

67 Agency/Group/Organization Lawrence Family Development & Education Fund 

Agency/Group/Organization Type Services-Children 

Services-homeless 

Services - Victims 

What section of the Plan was addressed by 

Consultation? 

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth 

Non-Homeless Special Needs 
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Briefly describe how the 

Agency/Group/Organization was consulted. What 

are the anticipated outcomes of the consultation 

or areas for improved coordination? 

Lawrence Family Development's SISU Center is successfully educating and training 

court involved and special needs youth outside of the traditional public schools.  

Youth are referred by the Lawrence Police Department or the District Attorney's 

office, and the program is likely expanding to include Haverhill gang youth, many 

of whom are closely affiliated with Lawrence street gangs.  This program offers an 

array of services to steer youth out of gangs and criminal activities, often serving as 

alternative probation that expunges the records of successful youth.  SISU offered 

feedback to the Plan regarding homeless youth and anti-gang strategies. 

 

Identify any Agency Types not consulted and provide rationale for not consulting 

While undoubtedly some agencies were not consulted, none were ommitted intentionally. 

 

Other local/regional/state/federal planning efforts considered when preparing the Plan 

Name of Plan Lead Organization How do the goals of your Strategic Plan overlap with the goals of each plan? 

Continuum of 

Care 

North Shore HOME 

Consortium 

The goals of 'Providing Shelter and Services for the Homeless' overlap well with the goals of the 

North Shore CoC Annual Submission, which is promoting, investing in, and developing a coordinated 

system to provide beds and both transitional and permanent housing units for homeless individuals 

in our region.  The CoC's focus on Rapid Rehousing and transitioning to permanent housing units also 

overlaps with the goal of 'Expanding the Type, Supply and Diversity of Housing.' 

Housing 

Production Plan 

Merrimack Valley 

Planning 

Commission 

The MVPC's Housing Production Plan is a unique state-funded effort that is successfully undertook a 

comprehensive analysis of housing in the region, with each participating municipality creating its 

own distinct housing production plan.  The Regional Housing Plan elucidates the need for greater 

housing production in Haverhill and the region, in keeping with the goal of 'Expanding the Type, 

Supply and Diversity of Housing.' 
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Name of Plan Lead Organization How do the goals of your Strategic Plan overlap with the goals of each plan? 

CEDS Plan 

Merrimack Valley 

Planning 

Commission 

The 5-Year Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy Plan to the US Economic Development 

Agency was updated in June 2018.  This strategy overlaps with the goal of "Promoting Economic 

Development' through its focus on the critical and emerging industries of the region and its SOAR 

(Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations and Risks) analysis. 

TDI Plan Utile 

This plan presents a market-based plan for the redevelopment of the TDI (Transformative 

Development Initiative) District in the former Urban Renewal Parcels near the Merrimack Street 

(eastern) end of Downtown.  Utile's plan calls for the replacement of the existing garage over a 

smaller footprint and the addition of mixed use parcels along newly rebuilt ladder streets towards 

the River.  It overlaps with the CDBG Plan to 'Promote Economic Development.' 

Open Space + 

Recreation Plan 

City of Haverhill 

Conservation Dept. 

This updated 5-year plan was completed and submitted in June 2018 to the State.  It describes the 

current and planned state of affairs for preserving open space and parks and recreation facilities and 

amenities in the city.  It helped shape the 'Public Improvements' portion of this Plan. 

Working Cities 

Year 2 Action 

Plan 

Federal Reserve 

Bank of Boston 

This action describes the manner is which the Mt. Washington Alliance will conduct neighborhood 

outreach in order to drive ground-up systems change to improve socioeconomic outcomes in that 

neighborhood.  It affected the Housing, Economic Development, First-Time Homebuyer, Public 

Improvement and Public Service components of the Plan. 

Table 3 - Other local / regional / federal planning efforts 

 

Narrative 

The City consults with many other groups of people, some of which are not formal entities.  These include fledgling neighborhood associations 

such as the Historic Highlands group and the Acre in Action group, which operate mainly online. 

One of the City groups that the CDD interacts with is the Haverhill Landlords' Guild, which represents 'smaller' individually-operating landlords 

(many owner-occupants themselves) who struggle with issues involving tenants, rent-setting, code issues and updated technology and 

trends.  They provide a great deal of feedback to the City about housing plans and other issues at their monthly meetings, which are designed to 

educate landlords and to provide support.  Topics such as code enforcement and energy efficiency savings have been discussed. 
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The City also consults routinely with church groups, such as at the Rehoboth Lighthouse Full Gospel Church on Mount Washington and the 

Trinity Episcopal Church in the Lower Acre.  New churches, such as Highrock Church, seeking to establish themselves in Haverhill have also 

consulted the CDD about community needs. 

Other City Department Heads provide feedback to the development of the Plan, such as the Assessor, Chief Financial Officer, the City 

Engineer.  In addition, City boards such as the Historical Commissions (including the Bradford Common and Washington Shoe District 

commissions), the Zoning Board of Appeals and Parking Commission provide feedback to the City that is useful for the Plan. 

Pentucket Bank and Haverhill Bank are two locally-based lenders who also provide feedback to the development of the Plan.  Not only do they 

underwrite several residential mortgages, but they also promote and sponsor downtown events, support non-profits and subrecipients 

philanthropically, and they support business development in the City.  These lending institutions are very important partners to the City's 

community redevelopment efforts.  The City has also met with Bank of New England, which underwrites business loans, and Salem Five Bank 

which is looking to increase its footprint in the area.  These banks helped the 'Support Economic Development' section of the Plan by describing 

heightened interest in commercial Facade Improvement. 

As stated, consultation on the Plan is an ongoing process that requires a fully-engaged Community Development office. 
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AP-12 Participation - 91.401, 91.105, 91.200(c) 

1. Summary of citizen participation process/Efforts made to broaden citizen participation 
Summarize citizen participation process and how it impacted goal-setting 
 

'Citizen Participation' involves many steps and, in reality, is ongoing all year long.  City staff, especially Community Development staff and the 

Mayor himself, continuously discuss community needs and the best manner in which to fulfill these needs. 

The City has attempted to solicit as much feedback as possible into the development of this Plan and it definitely affected goal-setting in various 

ways, including the prioritization of housing rehabilitation, homebuyer programs, expanded child care offerings, Narcan distribution, and 

investments in open spaces in Mount Washington, etc.  

One of the great challenges of governing in this era is finding methods in which to communicate with residents.  In this telecommunications age, 

there is no one single source for providing information or soliciting feedback. Newspaper readership is down, for example. There are multiple 

channels and means of media in which individuals can and do solicit their news and information.  The City's  3-1-1 call system, in which all calls 

are sent to one centralized location for response, has increased and improved constituent management and community feedback 

simultaneously. 

Although the City has a website that has won State awards for informational content and transparency, and even though the Community 

Development Department's webpage has seen heightened usage and inquiries, there is still a digital divide that is pervasive among certain 

populations.  In addition, there are language challenges found in the more heavily- Latino neighborhoods within the Target Area. 

There are still attempts to collect feedback in face-to-face formats, as this is one of the most truly effective ways to communicate.  These efforts 

include public meetings and hearings as well as neighborhood meetings.  There were expanded attempts to hold these kinds of interfaces with 

the public.   

The Mount Wasington Alliance hired outreach staff to launch a Quality of Life outreach effort (the "Q-Campaign") to find ways to improve 

socioeconomic conditions in that neighborhood, with and amongst a diverse range of partners that definitely helped determine goal-setting for 

this Plan.  This bilingual 'boots on the ground' neighborhood outreach helped impact some of the important goals of this plan. 
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Invariably, the most frequent voices and attendees are from those affiliated with organizations seeking funding from the City in one form or 

another.  Others are providing opinions based upon political aspirations. Therefore, soliciting true, unvarnished public feedback can be quite 

challenging. 

The city's burgeoning urban neighborhood groups and associations are becoming predominantly viral, online communities, as opposed to groups 

that hold regular meetings.  While much of the information generated from these platforms is untrustworthy, there are some important 

viewpoints and pieces of information that can truly help set relevant community development goals.   

Generally, City employees are prohibited or discouraged from engaging in social media in any official capacity.  The risks and rewards of such 

communication vehicles will be an area to watch moving forward. 

There was one official public comment received on the Plan, and it concerned the addition of a pocket park rather than housing at the City-

owned vacant lot at the corner of High and Grove Streets in the Mount Washington neighborhood.  The City and CDD will do what it can to clean 

up this lot and to develop a plan for a public-private partnership to maintain. 
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Citizen Participation Outreach 
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Sort Orde
r 

Mode of Outreac
h 

Target of Outreac
h 

Summary of  
response/attendance 

Summary of  
comments receive

d 

Summary of comments 
not accepted 
and reasons 

URL (If 
applicable

) 
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1 

Technical 

Assistance 

Workshops 

Non-

targeted/broad 

community 

  

non-profits 

A Technical 

Assistance workshop 

was held on February 

20, 2018 for the 

benefit of prospective 

non-profit applicants 

to the Request for 

Proposals (RFP) for 

Public Service funding 

for the upcoming 

Program Year.  At 

these sessions to 

review the technical 

aspects of the RFP 

applications, 

feedback on 

community needs 

was also solicited and 

received.Attendance 

sheets for these 

meetings are 

attached under 

'Citizen Participation' 

in 'Administration' 

section of Plan -- 

several prospective 

CDBG sub recipients 

attended. 

Most commented 

on the application 

process and the 

timeline.There 

were some 

comments 

regarding elder 

services and youth 

services.  Other 

commented about 

the heroin 

epidemic and plans 

to address it 

creatively 

somehow with 

CDBG funds, which 

are not an ideal 

match.Other 

concerns included 

the lack of child 

care options in 

certain inner-city 

neighborhoods. 
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Sort Orde
r 

Mode of Outreac
h 

Target of Outreac
h 

Summary of  
response/attendance 

Summary of  
comments receive

d 

Summary of comments 
not accepted 
and reasons 

URL (If 
applicable

) 

2 Public Meeting 

Minorities 

  

Non-

targeted/broad 

community 

  

Residents of Public 

and Assisted 

Housing 

On March 22, 2018, 

the City and the 

North Shore HOME 

Consortium hosted a 

Request for Public 

Comment/Communit

y meeting at the 

Haverhill Public 

Library to elicit 

feedback on 

community needs for 

both the Haverhill 

CDBG Plan and the 

HOME Consortium's 

Plans.Meeting notices 

are attached under 

'Citizen Participation' 

in 'Administration' 

section of the Plan. 

There were a handful 

of attendees. 

There was 

conversation about 

the tight housing 

market, especially 

for affordable 

rental units.  The 

needs of those on 

Disability were 

discussed.  There 

was discussion 

about new units 

coming online.  

Housing and 

housing rehab 

were described as 

top priorities. 
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Sort Orde
r 

Mode of Outreac
h 

Target of Outreac
h 

Summary of  
response/attendance 

Summary of  
comments receive

d 

Summary of comments 
not accepted 
and reasons 

URL (If 
applicable

) 

3 Public Meeting 

Non-

targeted/broad 

community 

  

Public Service 

applicants 

On March 12, March 

15, March 22, March 

27, and April 3, 2018, 

the Community 

Affairs Advisory Board 

(CAAB) interviewed 

23 separate 

applicants for Public 

Service funds.  

Various questions 

were asked at these 

sessions and feedback 

about how best to 

serve community was 

provided.  (All 

meetings were held 

at 6:00PM in Haverhill 

City Hall, 4 Summer 

Street Room 

#301).See 

attachments under 

'Citizen Participation' 

in 'Administration' 

section of the Plan. 

26 various 

applications for 

CDBG Public 

Services funding 

were received and 

reviewed. 23 

organizations 

appeared for 

interviews.  A great 

deal of feedback 

was received 

regarding trends in 

the community 

regarding social 

services and 

community needs. 
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Sort Orde
r 

Mode of Outreac
h 

Target of Outreac
h 

Summary of  
response/attendance 

Summary of  
comments receive

d 

Summary of comments 
not accepted 
and reasons 

URL (If 
applicable

) 

4 Public Hearing 

Non-

targeted/broad 

community 

  

housing providers 

On April 19, 2018, the 

City of Haverhill and 

North Shore HOME 

Consortium co-hosted 

a Public Hearing to 

present overviews of 

their Annual Plans to 

the public for public 

comment.See 

posting, 

advertisement and 

minutes under 

'Citizen Participation' 

in 'Administration' 

section of the 

Plan.Three (3) guests 

attended. 

There were 

comments about 

housing concerns, 

notably the need 

for additional 

affordable units 

and the process 

concerning 

affordable housing 

lotteries. Progress 

with the Mount 

Washington 

Alliance was 

discussed as well. 
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5 Public Meeting 

Non-

targeted/broad 

community 

On May 23, 2018, the 

CAAB determined 

final funding 

recommendations for 

Program Year 2018 

after HUD release of 

CDBG funding 

allocation 

amount.See posting 

under 'Citizen 

Participation' in 

'Administration' 

section of Plan. 

  

The following programs 

were not selected for 

funding, mostly due to 

overall CAAB ranking 

and funding availability: 

(in no particular order or 

ranking)-Haverhill Police 

Department's 

Community Action Team 

patrols-Northeast Legal 

Aid's Haverhill Legal 

Assistance program-

Career Resources 

Corporation's Veterans 

Employment Program-

Merrimack Valley 

Catholic Charities' Rental 

Assistance Program-

Katydid Foundation's 

Columbia Park House 

Management-Urban 

Village Montessori's 

Food & Care for Low-

Income Children-D.A.V. 

Post 20's Veterans 

Program-YWCA's Case 

Management/Supportiv

e Services for SRO 

Residents-Dinah's House 
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Sort Orde
r 

Mode of Outreac
h 

Target of Outreac
h 

Summary of  
response/attendance 

Summary of  
comments receive

d 

Summary of comments 
not accepted 
and reasons 

URL (If 
applicable

) 

Community Integration 

and Translation Program 

6 Public Hearing 

Non-

targeted/broad 

community 

On June 5, 2018, the 

Haverhill City Council 

held an advertised 

and posted Public 

Hearing to authorize 

the Mayor to submit 

the CDBG Annual 

Plan. 

The City Council 

voted unanimously 

to authorize the 

Mayor to submit 

the City's Program 

Year 2018 Annual 

Action Plan to HUD.  

Comments from 

elected public 

officials included 

emphasizing 

working with 

resurgent 

neighborhood 

associations, 

promoting Code 

Enforcement in 

inner-city 

neighborhoods, 

and stretching 

DPW budgets 

through public 

improvements. 
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Sort Orde
r 

Mode of Outreac
h 

Target of Outreac
h 

Summary of  
response/attendance 

Summary of  
comments receive

d 

Summary of comments 
not accepted 
and reasons 

URL (If 
applicable

) 

8 Public Meeting 

Residents of Public 

and Assisted 

Housing 

On September 19, 

2017, an Annual 

General Meeting of 

Haverhill Housing 

Authority (HHA) 

residents was held at 

10AM at the Julian 

Steele Community 

Room off Washington 

Street.  The HHA 

Capital Budget was 

reviewed and 

suggestions were 

made regarding this 

Plan.  Over 75 

residents (mostly 

seniors) attended this 

meeting.  CDD staff 

attended this meeting 

to discuss community 

development goals 

relative to public 

housing. 

City planning 

efforts were also 

briefly discussed 

and feedback was 

given as to 

sidewalks and 

other public 

improvements for 

public housing 

residents. 

Additional 

Vouchers were 

sought for family 

members. 
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Sort Orde
r 

Mode of Outreac
h 

Target of Outreac
h 

Summary of  
response/attendance 

Summary of  
comments receive

d 

Summary of comments 
not accepted 
and reasons 

URL (If 
applicable

) 

9 Internet Outreach 

Minorities 

  

Non-English 

Speaking - Specify 

other language: 

Spanish 

  

Neighborhood 

residents 

On June 27, 2018, 

Community 

Development staff 

presented the 

highlights of the 

Annual Plan to Mount 

Washington residents 

as guest speaker at a 

'Neighbor Night' 

event sponsored and 

organized by the 

Mount Washington 

Alliance at the 

Rehoboth Full Gospel 

Church at 409 

Washington Street. 

Over 40 residents 

were in attendance, 

thanks to door-to-

door, internet and 

street outreach by 

Mount Washington 

Alliance outreach 

staff and volunteers. 

Several comments 

were received 

regarding plans to 

activate Wysocki 

Park, the lot at High 

and Grove Street, 

and other area 

public 

improvements.  

Comments were all 

positive regarding 

targeting First-Time 

Homebuyer and 

Housing 

Rehabilitation to 

that neighborhood. 

Calls for a police call box 

and security cameras to 

be installed were not 

found to be an effective 

nor eligible use of CDBG 

funds. 

  

Table 4 – Citizen Participation Outreach  
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Expected Resources 

AP-15 Expected Resources - 91.420(b), 91.220(c)(1,2) 

Introduction 

Concern still exists for the political future of the Community Development Block Grant and HOME Investment Partnership programs at the 

federal level.  This is despite the fact that this year's $970,242 allocation from Congress represents a notable increase in the amount of CDBG 

funds for the City, making this allocation the highest since the start of the decade. 

The City of Haverhill, meanwhile, continues to pay down the largest single municipal debt in the Commonwealth’s history, the burdens and 

legacy of the formerly city-owned Hale Hospital.  The closure, sale and transfer of the Hale in 2001 allowed a hospital presence to remain in the 

city, but it saddled Haverhill residents with over $87 million of debt over 30 years. This harsh reality drives the City to find, obtain and/or 

leverage additional resources whenever possible. 

The CDD and other departments continue to be aggressive in pursuing other funds-- through grants, appropriations or program income-- in 

order to augment the City's abilities to fulfill its goals and priorities.  These include the MassWorks Infrastructure grants and other notable state, 

federal and private sources of support.  Obtaining additional resources outside of HUD entitlements constitutes a major goal for the City's 

Community Development Department. 

NOTE:  The community benefits from VASH (veterans supportive housing) vouchers, SPC (Shelter Plus Care), HOPWA (Housing Opportunities for 

People with AIDS), HomeBASE (state-funded temporary rental voucher program) and other resources.  However, the City does not directly 

control these resources, so they are not listed here.  Veterans Northeast Outreach Center administers around $2 million in VASH vouchers, while 

Emmaus, Inc. annually administers around $115K in SPC funds and $80K in HOPWA funds.  The City does work cooperatively with these agencies 

in terms of coordinating these sorts of resources. 

Also, the City of Haverhill is not a PJ (Participating Jurisdiction) so it is not directly administering HOME and Continuum of Care funds. However, 

the City works closely with the PJ (North Shore HOME Consortium) in order to obtain these funds for qualified projects and programs in 
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Haverhill. 

NOTE: The SF-424 Form includes the category of 'Other' outside income, which only considers previously-obtained funds be used for 

administering Community Development programs. This includes $25,000 from the TDI Tools Local Lift program and $9,000 in administrative 

stipends from the MassHousing 'Get the Lead Out' Program.  

Anticipated Resources 

Program Source 
of 

Funds 

Uses of Funds Expected Amount Available Year 1 Expected 
Amount 
Available 

Remainder 
of ConPlan  

$ 

Narrative Description 
Annual 

Allocation: 
$ 

Program 
Income: 

$ 

Prior Year 
Resources: 

$ 

Total: 
$ 

CDBG public - 

federal 

Acquisition 

Admin and 

Planning 

Economic 

Development 

Housing 

Public 

Improvements 

Public Services 

970,242 100,000 34,000 1,104,242 950,000 

CDBG(estimated future amount 

uncertain) but calculated at level 

funding).Program Income is 

estimated but is to be attributed to 

Housing Rehabilitation through 

creation of a Revolving Fund.'Other' 

outside income only considers 

previously-obtained funds for 

administering Community 

Development programs. This 

includes $25,000 from the TDI Tools 

Local Lift program and $9,000 in 

administrative stipends from 

MassHousing's Get the Lead Out 

Program. 
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Program Source 
of 

Funds 

Uses of Funds Expected Amount Available Year 1 Expected 
Amount 
Available 

Remainder 
of ConPlan  

$ 

Narrative Description 
Annual 

Allocation: 
$ 

Program 
Income: 

$ 

Prior Year 
Resources: 

$ 

Total: 
$ 

Competitive 

McKinney-

Vento 

Homeless 

Assistance Act 

public - 

federal 

Housing 

Other 

40,000 0 0 40,000 80,000 

The Haverhill Public Schools has a 

McKinney representative who is also 

the School's truancy officer.  She 

works daily with the issue of 

homeless and unstably housed 

youth.  Otherwise, the City does not 

control these resources, most of 

which are administered by Emmaus 

and other entities. 

Section 8 public - 

federal 

Housing 

3,195,870 0 0 3,195,870 7,000,000 

Section 8 Voucher funds 

administered by the Haverhill 

Housing Authority 
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Program Source 
of 

Funds 

Uses of Funds Expected Amount Available Year 1 Expected 
Amount 
Available 

Remainder 
of ConPlan  

$ 

Narrative Description 
Annual 

Allocation: 
$ 

Program 
Income: 

$ 

Prior Year 
Resources: 

$ 

Total: 
$ 

Other private Admin and 

Planning 

Economic 

Development 

185,000 0 0 185,000 185,000 

The City is a lead partner in the 

Federal Reserve Bank of Boston's 

'Working Cities Challenge' grant, 

which is dedicated to improving 

economic outcomes in the Mt. 

Washington neighborhood. This is 

done through the 'Mt. Washington 

Alliance,' which is a multi-sectoral 

partnership dedicated to analyzing 

and mitigating factors affecting 

opportunity in this isolated and poor 

neighborhood by creating systemic 

community-based change. 

Other public - 

federal 

Admin and 

Planning 

Housing 

207,056 0 0 207,056 200,000 

Locally-allocated HOME funds 

discretionary for City affordable 

housing projects, as determined by 

local North Shore HOME Consortium 

formula 
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Program Source 
of 

Funds 

Uses of Funds Expected Amount Available Year 1 Expected 
Amount 
Available 

Remainder 
of ConPlan  

$ 

Narrative Description 
Annual 

Allocation: 
$ 

Program 
Income: 

$ 

Prior Year 
Resources: 

$ 

Total: 
$ 

Other public - 

state 

Admin and 

Planning 

Public 

Improvements 

1,536,547 0 0 1,536,547 2,000,000 

State Highway funds as allotted by 

formula allocation by the 

Commonwealth, with potential 

bonus of $400,000 for adopting and 

following an official 'Complete 

Streets' policy, which the City will be 

pursuing this year. 

Other public - 

state 

Economic 

Development 

75,000 0 0 75,000 75,000 

This grant is providing site planning 

and build-out analysis planning to 

support the development of a 

shovel ready site to support 

additional industry, jobs and 

economic development. 
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Other public - 

state 

Economic 

Development 

Housing 

Public 

Improvements 

7,302,000 0 0 7,302,000 0 

This award of State MassWorks 

funds the second phase of the 

Harbor Place Project, funding 

completion of market rate 

condominium housing units and 

mixed use office/restaurant space 

along the new Merrimack River 

Boardwalk on Merrimack Street in 

Downtown Haverhill.This grant 

originally was awarded for $8.9 

million (including $6.9 million for 

Harbor Place Phase II).   Around $6.1 

million of these funds were 

unexpended due to contracting and 

permitting issues, but have been 

rolled over into the next State fiscal 

year.   $2 million of this same grant 

is to support infrastructure related 

to the Lupoli 'Heights' development 

was expended.  $1.2 million of these 

funds are expected to be rolled into 

the next fiscal year due to 

construction delays.  The City looks 

to expend $7.3 in these previously 

awarded MassWorks funds (mostly 

in construction costs) during the 

upcoming year. 

Other public - 

state 

Housing 

Other 9,000 0 0 9,000 18,000 

As a local agent for the MassHousing 

'Get the Lead Out' program, the 
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Program Source 
of 

Funds 

Uses of Funds Expected Amount Available Year 1 Expected 
Amount 
Available 

Remainder 
of ConPlan  

$ 

Narrative Description 
Annual 

Allocation: 
$ 

Program 
Income: 

$ 

Prior Year 
Resources: 

$ 

Total: 
$ 

City's Community Development 

Department receives a $1,500 

administrative stipend for each 

successful application in processes 

and administers.  It is anticipated 

that 6 dwellings will be de-leaded 

through this State program this year. 

Other public - 

state 

Public 

Improvements 

221,220 0 0 221,220 221,220 

pending Parkland Acquisitions & 

Renovations for Communities 

(PARC) Grant from the 

Massachusetts Department of 

Conservation + Recreation.  This 

pending proposal would provide 

68% of the funding to add amenities 

to 'Budger' Wysocki Park in the 

Mount Washington neighborhood, 

including a new playground, dog 

park, community garden, fountain, 

new sidewalks, curbs cuts, and 

electrical and water infrastructure 

upgrades.  CDBG funds would 

provide most of the match. 
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Program Source 
of 

Funds 

Uses of Funds Expected Amount Available Year 1 Expected 
Amount 
Available 

Remainder 
of ConPlan  

$ 

Narrative Description 
Annual 

Allocation: 
$ 

Program 
Income: 

$ 

Prior Year 
Resources: 

$ 

Total: 
$ 

Other public - 

state 

Public Services 

Other 

680,000 0 0 680,000 680,000 

The Police Department, working 

with other community groups, 

successfully applied for and received 

two related grants: the State's 

Shannon Anti-Gang grant and the 

Federal Byrne Policing Grant.  These 

grants will work to eradicate gangs 

and engage youth to steer them into 

productive outlets.  This includes 

funding for a street outreach worker 

from UTEC, a Lowell-based non-

profit known for success with 

reducing juvenile recidivism. 

Other public - 

local 

Acquisition 

Housing 

Other 

80,000 0 0 80,000 80,000 

Funds collected from owners, banks, 

mortgage companies and/or 

property management companies to 

register Vacant or Foreclosed 

Properties in the City, in accordance 

with City ordinances 

Table 5 - Expected Resources – Priority Table 

 
Explain how federal funds will leverage those additional resources (private, state and local funds), including a description of how 

matching requirements will be satisfied 

Federal Community Development Block Grant funds are critically important to leveraging millions of dollars in other funds, through matching 
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other grants, complementary and corresponding uses through multiple sources, and as seed money for economic development. 

The most significant outside resources are MassWorks funds, provided by the Commonwealth's Executive Office of Housing and Economic 

Development (EOHED).  At least $22 million in MassWorks funds have being allocated through FY18 on the transformative Harbor Place Project, 

which demolished several city blocks of underutilized and/or abandoned Urban Renewal-era commercial buildings and replaced them with a 

riverfront mixed-use project featuring mixed-income housing, retail/restaurant space (currently unfilled), professional offices, studios, banks and 

a satellite campus for the University of Massachusetts-Lowell.  This project includes public amenities such as a Boardwalk above the Merrimack 

River, plazas and open space, new lighting and underground parking.  While MassWorks features no match requirements, future CDBG funds are 

anticipated to provide finish streetscape amenities along Merrimack Street when construction is completed to ‘Complete Streets’ standards that 

accommodate all modes of transportation (i.e. streetlights, sidewalks, curbing, bike lanes, etc.).   

Due to contracting, project and financing delays, the City needed to extend $7.3 million of the $9 million it was previously awarded in 

MassWorks funds for 2017-18 into 2018-19. No new funds were awarded; rather, these funds represent a carryover from the previous fiscal 

year.  These MassWorks grant funds support construction of the next phase of Harbor Place (a 35-unit market rate condominium building along 

the boardwalk and new plaza) and the infrastructure to create parking and open space connections to support The Towers, a 10-story 

commercial and residential building along the extended Boardwalk by developer Sal Lupoli's company.  

Gateway City Parks Grants- CDBG funds would be used to cover much of the match of a pending State Parklands Acquisitions and Renovations 

for Communities (PARC) grant to renovate Wysocki Park in Mount Washington. This Plan commits $38,000 for unreimbursed match share for 

this important neighborhood project, which will add a new playground, dog park, community garden, a fountain and electrical and water 

upgrades. CDBG would leverage up to $96,220 in funds from the Massachusetts Department of Energy and Environmental Affairs, if successful. 

TIP funded activities/Chapter 90- The CDD's Public Improvement funds leverage and spread the reach of the City's Chapter 90 Roadway 

improvement funds, which are local transportation funds provided by the Commonwealth.  CDBG funds may be sought add elements of 

Complete Streets to Chapter 90 roadway projects, adding amenities such as sidewalks, curbs and curb cuts, street trees and other 

items.  Chapter 90 funding is down slightly to 1.5365 million this year. 

$28,500 in CDBG-funded Facade Improvement will match an additional $25,000 from a second "Local Lift TDI Tools' grant from 

MassDevelopment to improve commercial storefronts in the Transformative Development District and adjacent areas, in order to spur economic 

development activity downtown. 
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Code Enforcement- The CDD's funding of Code Enforcement officers leverages the City's funding of similar positions, to provide more effective 

and aggressive enforcement of quality of life, health and safety issues in the CDBG Target Area. 

Private Foundations- The City and the CDD will continue a renewed effort to obtain private funds for advancing education, housing, food banks, 

opioid prevention/treatment, land banks, etc. 

If appropriate, describe publically owned land or property located within the jurisdiction that may be used to address the needs 

identified in the plan 

There exist tracts of public land and public buildings that will be used to address needs identified in this Plan, including: 

Ornsteen Property- This Riverfront land in Bradford near the Comeau Bridge was taken years ago by the City for unpaid taxes. There is a 

proposal to redevelop this site, a former shoe heel factory, into several affordable housing units with public recreation and waterfront access. 

Brownfields assessment was undertaken to mitigate minor contamination issues at this site and an adjoining former gas station;  

Front of Merrimack Street (Goecke) Parking Garage- the underutilized public plaza in front of the Garage was the subject of a grant from 

MassDevelopment that created a 'Better Block' to dress up the area for lunches, pop-up retail options, leisure and a series of performing art 

shows and events during a festival on May 6. 

Grand Army of the Republic (G.A.R.) Park- this is the closest greenspace to Downtown, and the new playground has changed the culture of this 

park from one of vagrants to one of local families.  This park is also home to some Community Meals programs and other homeless outreach 

efforts. 

Tilton, Consentino and Silver Hill Schools- The plan is to host more outreach events (i.e. job fairs) at these Mount Washington neighborhood 

schools so as to provide for opportunity for residents of this impoverished and isolated area.  For example, summer youth employment 

workshops (mandatory for participants in a paid summer jobs program) are being held at Silver Hill to make it easier for underprivileged Mt. 

Washington youth to attend.  

Citizens Center- This recently-renovated City structure houses the Human Servces Department, which includes the Council on Aging, Veterans 

representative, Meals on Wheels, Parks and Recreation, Youth programs and Disabilities Commission.  Many vulnerable populations use this 
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facility, and the services provided here help the City achieve the goals of the Plan. 

Boardwalk/Rail Trail- the City purchased an abandoned railroad corridor that runs along the southern bank of the Merrimack River across from 

Downtown Haverhill. This property was transformed into a non-vehicular pedestrian path (the Bradford Rail Trail) that provides recreational 

amentities for downtown and Bradford residents alike.  The Trail forms a loop around Downtown and the sections of the Downtown 

Boardwalk.  A major section of which was recently constructed behind Merrimack Street as part of the Harbor Place project.  The Boardwalk and 

Rail Trail, linked by two Downtown bridges, form a 2-mile pedestrian loop that will connect residents with the Merrimack and spur additional 

economic development. Additional eastward parcels along the River are being purchased in an effort to expand the Rail-Trail towards 

connection with a similar complementary project in Groveland (Groveland Community Trail) and the Border to Boston Trail network in 

Georgetown. 

Cogswell School- This former school is being utilized as a Community Arts Center in the Bradford section of the City, exposing young residents to 

arts programming and other benefits.  It has been awarded a Massachusetts Cultural Facilities Fund grant to address the removal of an oil 

heating tank in the basement and to deal with other structural issues in this 1890s-era edifice. 

Public Docks and Waterfront parks will also seek to connect residents with the River, bicycling opportunities, and community rowing and 

boating.  These facilities will also help to draw and lure economic development towards the many redevelopable parcels along the underutilized 

waterfront.  The City will be utilizing a State grant to add a pump out boat that will trasnfer wastes into the City's sewer system, keeping the 

River clean. 

Discussion 

As the City acquires parcels of land through unpaid tax title, every effort is made to sell off the land to provide additional revenues for the City. 

Where redevelopment of the lot is feasible, the City contacts agencies including Habitat for Humanity or other housing providers for the 

purposes of developing permanent affordable housing, or providing green space or adding to the lot size of a preexisting property.  These sorts 

of parcels 'fall' into the City's possession fairly regularly. 

The Commonwealth's 'Greening the Gateway Cities' Initiative is heading into its second of 3 years, with DCR planting hundreds of trees on 

private property in the Environmental Justice (EJ) zone of Haverhill at no cost to willing residents.  In addition, the City is the beneficiary of 

hundreds of free street trees, all at no cost as an energy conservation measure.  The program is leveraged with HRCCP and CDBG Public 
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Improvement projects to great benefit.  The goal is to plant over 2000 trees in three years within the EJ Zone of Haverhill, which largely mirrors 

the CDBG Target Area. 
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Annual Goals and Objectives 

AP-20 Annual Goals and Objectives - 91.420, 91.220(c)(3)&(e) 

Goals Summary Information  

Sort 
Order 

Goal Name Start 
Year 

End 
Year 

Category Geographic 
Area 

Needs Addressed Funding Goal Outcome Indicator 

1 Maintain 

Housing Stock 

2015 2020 Affordable 

Housing 

CDBG 

TARGET 

AREA 

Enhance Public 

Safety and Health 

Expand Type, 

Diversity and 

Supply of Housing 

Increase Owner-

Occupancy in 

Target 

Neighborhoods 

Maintain, 

Preserve and 

Improve Housing 

Stock 

Provide Basic 

Shelter and 

Services for 

Homeless 

CDBG: $473,659 

MassHousing- Get the 

Lead Out Admin 

Stipend: $9,000 

Rental units rehabilitated: 9 

Household Housing Unit 

Homeowner Housing 

Rehabilitated: 40 Household 

Housing Unit 
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Sort 
Order 

Goal Name Start 
Year 

End 
Year 

Category Geographic 
Area 

Needs Addressed Funding Goal Outcome Indicator 

2 Expand Supply 

and Type of 

Housing 

2015 2020 Affordable 

Housing 

Public Housing 

Homeless 

CDBG 

TARGET 

AREA 

Expand Type, 

Diversity and 

Supply of Housing 

Maintain, 

Preserve and 

Improve Housing 

Stock 

Promote 

Neighborhood 

Stabilization 

Provide Basic 

Shelter and 

Services for 

Homeless 

HOME: $175,056 

MassWorks 

Infrastructure Grant: 

$3,450,000 

Rental units constructed: 400 

Household Housing Unit 

Rental units rehabilitated: 18 

Household Housing Unit 

Homeowner Housing Added: 20 

Household Housing Unit 

Homeowner Housing 

Rehabilitated: 24 Household 

Housing Unit 

Direct Financial Assistance to 

Homebuyers: 9 Households 

Assisted 

Housing for Homeless added: 4 

Household Housing Unit 

Buildings Demolished: 4 

Buildings 

3 Provide Shelter 

and Services for 

Homeless 

2015 2020 Homeless CDBG 

TARGET 

AREA 

Provide Basic 

Shelter and 

Services for 

Homeless 

CDBG: $20,000 

Competitive 

McKinney-Vento 

Homeless Assistance 

Act: $40,000 

Public service activities other 

than Low/Moderate Income 

Housing Benefit: 162 Persons 

Assisted 

Homeless Person Overnight 

Shelter: 25 Persons Assisted 

Overnight/Emergency 

Shelter/Transitional Housing 

Beds added: 2 Beds 

Homelessness Prevention: 25 

Persons Assisted 
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Sort 
Order 

Goal Name Start 
Year 

End 
Year 

Category Geographic 
Area 

Needs Addressed Funding Goal Outcome Indicator 

4 Increase Owner 

Occupancy in 

distressed areas 

2015 2020 Affordable 

Housing 

CDBG 

TARGET 

AREA 

Increase Owner-

Occupancy in 

Target 

Neighborhoods 

Maintain, 

Preserve and 

Improve Housing 

Stock 

Promote 

Neighborhood 

Stabilization 

CDBG: $54,000 

HOME: $32,000 

Homeowner Housing Added: 10 

Household Housing Unit 

Direct Financial Assistance to 

Homebuyers: 9 Households 

Assisted 

5 Promote 

Economic 

Development 

2015 2020 Non-Housing 

Community 

Development 

CDBG 

TARGET 

AREA 

Encourage 

Economic + 

Workforce 

Development 

Promote 

Neighborhood 

Stabilization 

CDBG: $100,000 

MassDevelopment 

Site Readiness Grant: 

$50,000 

MassWorks 

Infrastructure Grant: 

$3,450,000 

TDI Tools grants: 

$25,000 

Working Cities 

Challenge grant: 

$185,000 

Facade treatment/business 

building rehabilitation: 4 

Business 

Jobs created/retained: 12 Jobs 

Businesses assisted: 14 

Businesses Assisted 
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Sort 
Order 

Goal Name Start 
Year 

End 
Year 

Category Geographic 
Area 

Needs Addressed Funding Goal Outcome Indicator 

6 Provide other 

non-housing 

necessities 

2015 2020 Homeless 

Non-Homeless 

Special Needs 

Non-Housing 

Community 

Development 

CDBG 

TARGET 

AREA 

Promote 

Neighborhood 

Stabilization 

Provide for Non-

Housing-related 

Basic Needs 

CDBG: $98,135 Public service activities other 

than Low/Moderate Income 

Housing Benefit: 1145 Persons 

Assisted 

Tenant-based rental assistance 

/ Rapid Rehousing: 18 

Households Assisted 

7 Neighborhood 

Stabilization 

2015 2020 Affordable 

Housing 

Non-Homeless 

Special Needs 

Non-Housing 

Community 

Development 

CDBG 

TARGET 

AREA 

Enhance Public 

Safety and Health 

Promote 

Neighborhood 

Stabilization 

CDBG: $130,400 

Chapter 90: 

$1,536,547 

Greening the 

Gateway Cities grant: 

$125,000 

Shannon + Byrne 

Policing Grants: 

$680,000 

Vacant Property 

Registry: $80,000 

Working Cities 

Challenge grant: 

$185,000 

Public Facility or Infrastructure 

Activities other than 

Low/Moderate Income Housing 

Benefit: 2734 Persons Assisted 

Public service activities other 

than Low/Moderate Income 

Housing Benefit: 337 Persons 

Assisted 

Housing Code 

Enforcement/Foreclosed 

Property Care: 1200 Household 

Housing Unit 

Table 6 – Goals Summary 

 

Goal Descriptions 
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1 Goal Name Maintain Housing Stock 

Goal 

Description 

Despite a rising housing market, the City intends to keep its focus on a longstanding effort to improve the physical 

condition of its existing housing stock. much of which was built during the Industrial Revolution over a century ago.  This 

is primarily accomplished through the activities of the Housing Rehabilitation and Code Correction Program (HRCCP), 

which will provide at least $210,000 in support for housing rehabilitation projects for low-to-moderate income 

homeowner occupants in both individual and multifamily dwellings.  These funds are prioritized almost exclusively for for 

the CDBG Target Area, so as to maximize impact. The Target Area is generally the area of the most pre-1940's housing 

and comprises the greatest area of housing code deficiencies. 

Rebuilding Together will be provided an additional $23,650 to support their activities of organizing volunteer contractors 

and community members to undertake code repairs for low-to-moderate income homeowners across the City.  These 

tend to be smaller, one-day jobs undertaken on the last Saturday in April every year, although not exclusively. 

ACTION, Inc. will also be consulted to undertake home rehabilitation as relates to energy efficiency (i.e. new windows, 

roofs or boilers).  It is estimated that $25,000 worth of services will be provided locally by this organization outside of 

CDBG funds. 

The $373,659 total in CDBG funds equates to the HRCCP, Annual Rebuilding Day program, and Rehabilitation 

Administrative Costs and Staff Salaries. The additional $100,000 is the estimated Program Income, all or nearly all of 

which would be derived from repayments of prior housing liens. Through the creation of a Revolving Fund, these repaid 

CDBG funds will stay with housing rehabilitation and the goal of maintaining the city's housing stock. 
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2 Goal Name Expand Supply and Type of Housing 
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Goal 

Description 

It is critically important for the City to increase the quantity and quality of its housing stock, for all ranges of incomes and 

types of people, in order to maintain the socioeconomically diverse populace found in Haverhill. The recently completed 

Haverhill Housing Production Plan, produced in conjunction with the Merrimack Valley Planning Commission (MVPC), 

reveals that all income ranges in Haverhill are represented essentially equally, from very poor to very rich.  This 

remarkable diversity is threatened if housing is not added for the demands of each of these income ranges from 

apartments to starter homes to larger mansions and everything in between. 

Much of the funding that the City utilizes directly for this purpose of 'Expanding the Supply and Type of Housing' for those 

of low-to-moderate incomes originates from HOME funding-- this year the amount is just over $200,000. 

Much of the activity of the Community Development office, including staff time, is geared around developing more 

housing as well as better types of housing for Haverhill residents and newcomers.  Among the activities over the next year 

that directly relate to this goal include: 

-Support for the second phase of the Harbor Place development of mixed use space, including 57 new condominiums. 

-Redevelopment of the Stevens Street Mill complex, a 40R Smart Growth project that will renovate a vacant mill along the 

Little River into 80 housing units, with 20% of these units deemed affordable. 

-Local discretionary HOME funds will be used to support the creation of various affordable housing units over the next 

year. These funds will be allocated to projects such as new construction low-moderate income homeownership units 

planned at the former St. George's Church by Bread + Roses Housing ($32,000 or half counted towards this goal), as well 

as rehabilitating 2 two-family dwellings for Veterans Northeast Outreach Center (VNOC); 

Other recent HOME projects now under construction include: Phase II of Tenney Place (being completed) with 72 new 

units of 40B housing; the Gerson furniture buildings redevelopment project by Coalition for a Better Acre and VNOC into 

64 units of veterans housing, and the redevelopment of the Chen Building into 62 units of mixed-income housing in the 

40R District on Essex Street. 

-The City will work to redevelop vacant lots and other distressed properties into housing, while supporting 'friendly 40B' 

projects and mixed-use housing development along the Merrimack River under its new Waterfront Zoning Overlay 

district.   
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-Redevelopment of former factories, commercial properties, churches and schools into smart-growth housing projects 

will be a priority for the City. CDBG resources will be used as necessary when practical and eligible for support, although 

none is immediately planned or programmed. 

The City will continue its successful utilization of tools that include the Transformative Development Initiative (TDI) and 

Housing Development Incentive Programs (HDIP), to promote market rate housing in Gateway Cities struggling to attract 

middle class residents to their cities and especially their downtowns. 

NOTE: Last year's Plan indicated 471 new units of housing.  However, due to funding or construction delays, only 90 were 

completed (Harbor Place I and the YWCA).  Most of these remaining units-- about 300-- are still underway or in 

construction-- however, they will not be counted in the housing numbers below.  

NOTE: General Program Administration costs are not listed in the budgets of any particular goals, but the PY2018 

Program amount of $194,048 is partially attributable to each goal. 
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3 Goal Name Provide Shelter and Services for Homeless 
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Goal 

Description 

This Strategic Plan goal is reflected in this Program Year 2018 Annual Plan. 

In this Program Year, this goal includes $20,000 in CDBG funds for the following activities (NOTE: These Public Service 

activities have been segregated from $125K in other Public Service activities reflecting other goals.  Collectively, these 

Public Service activities total $145,535 or just under 15% of the CDBG Total): 

-Ongoing Support for Emmaus' Mitch's Place Emergency Shelter, which serves as the community's main overnight 

emergency housing shelter; ($7,000-- up $2,000 from last program year, to serve a goal of 25 individuals) 

-Support for Community Action Inc.'s Homeless Drop-In Center ($10,000), with a goal of directly serving 100 homeless or 

nearly homeless individuals;  

-Common Ground Ministries' Cafe- Kitchen Equipment for their new exanded location at 194 Winter Street ($3,000), in 

order to better serve a goal of 37 homeless individuals; 

Despite an improving economy, Haverhill is nevertheless experiencing a rash of homelessness that is more visually 

prevalent and increasingly diverse than previous times.  These funds are needed to provide services to these individuals in 

order to combat the most pernicious elements of this societal problem. 

There has been greater coordination in terms of organizing the Annual Homeless Point-in-Time Count with various 

agenices citywide, including the City (Community Development, Police and School Departments), Emmaus, the YMCA, 

YWCA, Boys and Girls Club and Community Action.  A special effort has been organized around a count of homeless, 

unaccompanied or instably housed youth. This is part of a regional focus on homeless and unaccompanied youth by a 

working group of the North Shore Continuum of Care. of which the City is an active participant.  The City School 

Department's McKinney-funded representative is strongly involved in this effort as well, along with the Haverhill 

Interfaith Network of Compassion (INC). 

Many other Public Service activities inevitably serve the homeless, although these programs are not focused exclusively 

on the homeless such as the aforementioned programs. Many of the programs serving youth, for example, such as the 

YMCA Youth and Teen Center, the Pregnancy Care Center, the Boys and Girls Club, and the boxing clubs, serve unstably 

housed/homeless youths.  Organizations such as Ruth's House and Open Hearts Ministries also routinely serve and clothe 

the homeless.  Many homeless are served meals through the Salvation Army Meals Program.  These activities are counted 

under this Plan under the category of "Providing Other Non-Housing Necessities" since many others of these clients may 

in fact be housed to some degree. 
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The City's McKinney Vento representative in the School Department is also included in this description (which reflects 

$40,000 in public funds). 

NOTE: General Program Administration costs are not listed in the budgets of any particular goals, but the PY2018 

Program amount of $194,048 is partially attributable to each goal. 

4 Goal Name Increase Owner Occupancy in distressed areas 

Goal 

Description 

This City initiative seeks to increase homeownership and owner-occupancy in distressed Target Area 

neighborhoods.  Owner-occupancy may be the single greatest determinant in terms of quality of life in the 

City.  Neighborhoods with higher owner-occupancy experience better quality of life, less crime and better educational 

attainment, according to Census figures. 

With a very healthy housing market underway, the Mayor and the City propose $54,000 its First Time Homebuyer 

support.  This reflects the $54,000 listed in CDBG funds.   

The City's FTHB program will provide up to $6,000 in closing costs and/or downpayment assistance to low-to-moderate 

income first-time homebuyers who have successfully completed a certified first time homebuyer seminar.  This amount 

was increased an additional $1,000 to reflect higher overall housing costs.  Only CDBG Target Area properties are eligible, 

with a nearly-exclusive priority on Mount Washington and Lower Acre neighborhood addresses that formerly made up 

the FTHB-Plus program address lists.  It is estimated that 9 participants will receive up to $54,000 through this program. 

FTHB participants will be pre-qualified for code correction activities through the City's Housing Rehabilitation and Code 

Correction Program (HRCCP).  All FTHB participants will have a Housing Quality Standards (HQS) inspection undertaken by 

Community Development staff, regardless of any other private home inspection(s). 

In addition, the proposed redevelopment of the St. George's Church property by a Certified Housing Development 

Organization will create 10 new townhouse units exclusively for first-time homebuyers earning as low as 50% AMI.  Half 

of the $64,000 in local HOME funds arecounted towards this goal ($32,000). 

NOTE: General Program Administration costs are not listed in the budgets of any particular goals, but the PY2018 

Program amount of $194,048 is partially attributable to each goal. 
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5 Goal Name Promote Economic Development 
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Goal 

Description 

Wherever possible, the City seeks to promote economic development.  Much Community Development staff time is spent 

assisting business development or in the creation of activities that encourage job growth and economic development. 

CDBG investment in Economic Development increases to $100,000 in this Plan. 

In Program Year 2018, unemployment is not a serious problem-- labor participation is.  The City will seek ways to increase 

labor participation through expansion of CDBG funding of child care and early childhood education vouchers in the Mount 

Washington neighborhood so that parents can undertake full-time employment or intensive job training. In response to 

positive community feedback to last year's trial program, the City is proposing an increased allocation of $35,000 in CDBG 

Funds to support 5 or more vouchers to participating agencies in a State-funded Pre-School Expansion Planning Grant 

initiative. Eligibility of these vouchers is predicated on the condition that the parent/guardian(s) of the youth receiving 

the voucher enter employment as a result of working with the One-Stop Career Center (ValleyWorks).  This will help 

increase labor participation, improve economic development and help fill open positions in the local workforce. This 

program succesfully lifts families into the middle class. 

The CDBG-funded Facade Improvement Program is experiencing renewed interest, and is slated to provide up to $60,000 

in loans for exterior renovations to downtown commercial storefronts or river-facing sides.  This program will be 

enhanced by, and provide match for, a second TDI 'Local Lift' grant, which will provide additional resources through 

MassDevelopment to fill storefronts, improve window displays as well as facade improvement. 

Likewise, the City is benefiting from the services of dedicated staff from MassDevelopment and the Grater Haverhill 

Foundation and their efforts to promote connection to critical and emerging industries. 

The City proposes to allocate $5,000 to support a shared 'maker space' at the previously-vacant 301 Washington Street 

structure.  This building, bought by a local neighborhood resident/activist, will provide job training, entrepreneurial start-

up space and other community connections. This blighting buiding is the subject of support from the CDBG Facade 

Improvement program. 

With dissoultion of the Adams Arts Grant program, the City will not be providing direct financial support to Creative 

Haverhill this year. Creative Haverhill has been providing business assistance, marketing exposure, and direct work 

opportunities for local artists and creative entrepreneurs, especially for low-to-moderate income artists downtown and 

along the official State-designated Riverfront Cultural District. Creative Haverhill is managing the establishment of the 

Cogswell Art Space at a former city school. 
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NOTE: General Program Administration costs are not listed in the budgets of any particular goals, but the PY2018 

Program amount of $194,048 is partially attributable to each goal. 

6 Goal Name Provide other non-housing necessities 

Goal 

Description 

Even though the economy is strong, the increasing costs of housing, stagnant wages and benefits, and economic 

insecurity have led to near-record usage locally of agencies and entities that provide basic necessities of living, such as 

food/nutrition, shelter, clothing, health care/medicine, heat, exercise/recreation, and companionship/socialization.  An 

entire underclass of residents exist who may have a roof over their heads, but are forced to choose what they will go 

without, be it medicine, food, etc. by month's end.  Census data indicates that a full third of Haverhill renters earn less 

than 30% of AMI. The number of 'housing cost-constrained' residents is soaring. 

This stated goal represents providing structural community supports to maintain some basic elements of the quality of 

life and social safety net in the community. CDBG funds used for this purpose include the vast majority of the Public 

Services category expenditures, including: 

Pregnancy Care Center- Mother/Child Food and Clothing Program ($8,000) -Goal of 22 clients; 

St. Vincent dePaul- Rent and Utility Assistance ($14,000) -Goal of 36 clients; 

St. James/St. John's Parishes- Open Hand Food Pantry ($12,000) -Goal of 150 clients; 

Open Hearts Ministry- Social Outreach Program ($5,000)- Goal of 100 clients; 

Community Action- Heating Assistance ($15,000)- Goal of 165 clients; 

Ruth's House, Inc.- Clothing Referral Program ($5,135)- Goal of 185 clients; 

Sarah's Place -Adult Day Health Center ($14,000)- Goal of 42 clients; 

Salvation Army- Congregate Feeding Program ($25,000)- Goal of 445 clients. 

NOTE: General Program Administration costs are not listed in the budgets of any particular goals, but the PY2018 

Program amount of $194,048 is partially attributable to each goal. 
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7 Goal Name Neighborhood Stabilization 
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Goal 

Description 

This goal is somewhat of a catch-all, as nearly every activity in the Plan is motivated by-- and affects-- the goal of 

stabilizing neighborhoods. 

Residential stability in safe and decent housing, with increasing owner occupancy, in safe neighborhoods, is a key goal of 

our housing efforts.  Preventing gangs, drug abuse and violence stabilizes neighborhoods, increases academic gains, and 

promotes economic growth. The City is proud of recent budgeted increases in police and public safety. This Plan supports 

an innovative program {$5,000 for 60 LMI households} to provide Narcan, and training in its use, to roommates and 

families of those known by Police to be afflicted with or treated for opioid addiction and abuse, in order to save lives and 

keep households stable. 

Another facet of this goal is creating and improving neighborhood parks for users of all ages, including playgrounds and 

walking trails.  Adding trees to our urban neighborhoods to reverse decades of tree loss is another activity supporting this 

goal.  Improved streets, sidewalks, benches and curb cuts also help the look, feel and stability of neighborhoods.  CDBG 

Public Improvement funds will augment local Chapter 90 road funds from the State, and the City will continue to invest in 

sidewalk repair with and without CDBG funds, to promote walkable, livable neighborhoods. $63,000 of CDBG-funded 

public improvements is slated to improve neighborhoods such as Mount Washington, including Wysocki Park, Moody 

School Playground and the High Street lot at Grove Street. 

There is an emphasis in this Program Year to provide safe, productive alternatives for lower-income inner-city youth 

after-school and weekends. These actions correspond with drop-out prevention measures. This includes support for two 

urban-focused boxing clubs-- Haverhill Inner City Boxing Club {$2,500 for 10 youth} and the Haverhill Downtown Boxing 

Club {$2,500 for 17 youth}-- and two youth centers operated by the YMCA {$8,000 for 62 youth} and the Boys and Girls' 

Club {$5,000 for 25 youth}. This also includes suppport {4,400} for an intergenerational mentoring support program 

jointly offered by Bethany Senior Living and the Haverhill Public Schools with a goal of serving 163 youth and elders.  

Preventing foreclosures, identifying and rectifying vacant/abandoned/distressed housing, and demolishing blighted 

properties stabilizes neighborhoods.  Enforcement of public health and building codes stabilizes neighborhoods.  Keeping 

children in the same school system stabilizes neighborhoods.  

Neighborhood stability equates to a heightened quality of life, and puts the American Dream within reach. 

NOTE: General Program Administration costs are not listed in the budgets of any particular goals, but the PY2018 

Program amount of $194,048 is partially attributable to each goal. 
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AP-35 Projects - 91.420, 91.220(d) 

Introduction  

The City has 10 activities that are similar in scope to last Program Year (2017), but the allocation have 

changed to reflect new demands, community priorities, and fiscal realities. 

NOTE: Projects listed below only indicate use of CDBG funds exclusively.  "Other" non-CDBG funds that 

augment City efforts in reaching ConPlan goals are not included in this section-- they are listed only in 

the 'Goals and Objectives' section. Conversely, Administration costs are only listed in this 'Projects' 

section and are not attributable to any particular Goals or Objectives. 

# Project Name 

1 GENERAL ADMINISTRATION + PLANNING 

2 REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION 

3 CODE ENFORCEMENT 

4 Public Improvements and Facilities 

5 Single Family Rehabilitation 

6 Multi-Family Rehabilitation 

7 Public Services 

8 Demolition and Boarding 

9 Economic Development 

10 First-Time Homebuyer Assistance 

Table 7 – Project Information 

 
Describe the reasons for allocation priorities and any obstacles to addressing underserved 
needs 

Allocation priorities were driven by fiscal limitations, public feedback, economic conditions, and local 

conditions on the ground and discussed in the community. Obviously, this year's healthy increase in 

CDBG funding leads mostly to increases in individual Project budgets. 

For example, the constant need to upgrade the housing stock of inner-city Haverhill drives the 

prioritization of housing rehabilitation, both single-family and multi-family dwellings.  This reflects a 

long-term prioritzation of these Projects. 

Obviously, 'Public Services' and 'General Administration & Planning' are limited due to their particular 

funding constraints (15% and 20% respectively). 

Funding for 'First-Time Homebuyer Assistance,' is driven by the improved housing market. Owner-

occupancy remains a priority but most parts of the City do not require an incentive to spur 
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homeownership in a hot realty market.  

The most notable increases are for Economic Development activities, due to the ability to address 

particular conditions (such as labor participation and retail storefront improvements in the changing TDI 

district), as well as to leverage certain grants of an economic development nature. These grants include 

the TDI Tools Local Lift grant (facade-related) and the Maker Space grant from the Boston Fed and 

MassDevelopment.   

'Public Improvements' also will see slight funding percentage increases.  The increase in the Public 

Improvements budget line is largely borne from the desire to match a pending state PARC grant for 

Wysocki Park in Mount Washington and other small projects in that same struggling neighborhood.   

Code Enforcement decreases are largely due to further narrowing of the scope of CDBG-funded Code 

Enforcement activities.  More City-funding is being poured into Code Enforcement, reducing the need 

for CDBG-funded support. 

Overall, a greater percentage of CDBG funds are being consumed by rising health care costs.  

Obstacles to addressing underserved needs are many and varied, including: budgets and staffing; lead 

paint regulations; geographic isolation of Mt. Washington; long-running 'zombie titles' on vacant 

properties; labor participation rates; transportation networks; opioid addiction; rising health care costs; 

stagnant wages and rising rents, just to name a few obstacles. 

The City, through its partnerships and collaborations, is determined to use its resources as best it can to 

address underserved needs despite many various obstacles.  
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AP-38 Project Summary 

Project Summary Information 
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1 Project Name GENERAL ADMINISTRATION + PLANNING 

Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 

Goals Supported Maintain Housing Stock 

Expand Supply and Type of Housing 

Increase Owner Occupancy in distressed areas 

Provide Shelter and Services for Homeless 

Promote Economic Development 

Provide other non-housing necessities 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

Needs Addressed Maintain, Preserve and Improve Housing Stock 

Expand Type, Diversity and Supply of Housing 

Provide Basic Shelter and Services for Homeless 

Increase Owner-Occupancy in Target Neighborhoods 

Enhance Public Safety and Health 

Provide for Non-Housing-related Basic Needs 

Encourage Economic + Workforce Development 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $194,048 

Description Administration, Oversight and Planning of CDBG and other Community 

Development Programs, including Community Development Staff 

Salaries and Office Supplies.  This Project is limited to 20% or less of the 

overall Program Year 2018 CDBG funding allocation. 

Target Date 6/30/2019 

Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

Community Development staff interact with hundreds of residents 

during the course of the year, many of whom never participate in one 

of the Department's funded activities or programs.  The Community 

Development office maintains an 'Open-Door' policy to the public, in 

order to assist individuals and households in need of housing, social 

services and other information.  The office is averaging at least one 

client visit per day, around 300 for the year.  The Community 

Development office serves as a source of referrals and a repository of 

information for the public in terms of housing and non-housing 

necessities, distributing brochures and information from subrecipients 

and other service providers. 

 

NOTE: The Community Development Department is slated to receive 

$6212 in local HOME Administrative funds this upcoming year. 
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Location Description   

Planned Activities Community Development Departmental Staff Salaries and Benefits, 

such as Health Care, Retirement. Medicare and other post-employment 

liabilities, in accordance with City personnel policies; 

Office Supplies and Equipment; 

Subscriptions and Public Notice Advertising in local periodicals; 

Internal Audits of Department Finances and Fiscal Operations; 

External Review of Subrecipients' Audits; 

Planning Studies by Professional Firm(s) on Retainer; 

Membership Dues to the National Community Development 

Association (NCDA); 

Miscellaneous expenses; 

2 Project Name REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION 

Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 

Goals Supported Maintain Housing Stock 

Expand Supply and Type of Housing 

Increase Owner Occupancy in distressed areas 

Provide Shelter and Services for Homeless 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

Needs Addressed Maintain, Preserve and Improve Housing Stock 

Expand Type, Diversity and Supply of Housing 

Provide Basic Shelter and Services for Homeless 

Increase Owner-Occupancy in Target Neighborhoods 

Enhance Public Safety and Health 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $140,000 

MassHousing- Get the Lead Out Admin Stipend: $9,000 

Description Administration of Housing Rehabilitation activities, including the in-

house Housing Rehabilitation and Code Correction Program (HRCCP) 

and other relevant housing programs and activities.  This Project 

comprises salaries and benefits of City Housing Rehabilitation staff as 

well as relevant equipment and supplies 

Target Date 6/30/2019 
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Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

This Annual Plan estimates that approximately 40 low-to moderate 

income families/households will directly benefit from the proposed 

Housing Rehabilitation activities, with 10-12 single family dwellings and 

and 10-12 multi-family dwellings being repaired 

(benefiting approximately 14 additional multi-family households). Also, 

6 homeowners will benefit from the Rebuilding Together program.  

It is estimated that the City will oversee approximately 6 'Get the Lead 

Out' projects serving 8-10 additional households, depending on the 

amount of multi-family dwellings. 

An estimated 9 households will be part of the First-Time Homebuyer 

Program operated by Housing Rehab staff.  Scores of additional 

households will inquire and receive information about the Program, 

other homeownership resources, and general advice and brochures 

about homeownership counseling in general. 

CDBG Housing Rehab staff consult with scores of other individuals 

concerning housing needs, advice and concerns, well over 100 every 

year. 

NOTE: The City anticipates about $9000 in stipends to be received from 

administering the MassHousing 'Get the Lead Out' program. 

Location Description Nearly all activities are restricted to the CDBG Target Area, in order to 

concentrate the effects of Housing Rehabilitation efforts in the 

community.  Specific addresses are unknown at this time as the 

Program awaits applications from eligible low-moderate income owner-

occupants during the course of the upcoming year. 

Planned Activities Housing Rehabilitation and Code Correction Activities, Program 

Administration and Oversight of HRCCP; 

Oversight and cross-referrals of Rebuilding Together and ACTION, Inc. 

(energy efficiency improvement) activities in the city; 

Administration of Massachusetts' 'Get the Lead Out' Program, as the 

City serves as a local agent for this program.  NOTE: The City is 

reimbursed for its time on a case-by-case basis by the State 

(MassHousing), so it is not using CDBG funds for this activity.  

Inspection of potential First-Time Homebuyer properties; 

Housing counseling and referrals-- dealing with housing problems as 

necessary; 

Specialty Rehab Projects-- no new dedicated projects are proposed for 

this upcoming year. 
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3 Project Name CODE ENFORCEMENT 

Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 

Goals Supported Maintain Housing Stock 

Expand Supply and Type of Housing 

Promote Economic Development 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

Needs Addressed Maintain, Preserve and Improve Housing Stock 

Enhance Public Safety and Health 

Provide for Non-Housing-related Basic Needs 

Encourage Economic + Workforce Development 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $35,000 

Description Enforcement of Housing, Building, Health, Trash, Sanitary and Safety 

Codes in the CDBG Target Area. 

Target Date 6/30/2019 

Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

Approximately 2,000 households benefit from CDBG-funded Code 

Enforcement efforts every year.  This number will slightly decline with a 

reduced funding emphasis compared to the prior Program Year.  Code 

Enforcement should inspects around 1,000 properties this year 

affecting about 1,800 households, given the large amount of affected 

multi-family dwellings in the CDBG Target Area. 

 

NOTE: In addition, the City anticipates collecting about $80,000 in 

receipts from registrations to the Vacant Property Registry, mostly from 

banks. 

Location Description All CDBG Code Enforcement activity is a supplement to ongoing efforts 

exclusively in the CDBG Target Area.  This area also comprises the area 

of greatest housing concern, with the greatest need, lowest owner-

occupancy and prevalence of housing code violations. 

Planned Activities  

4 Project Name Public Improvements and Facilities 

Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 

Goals Supported Promote Economic Development 

Neighborhood Stabilization 
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Needs Addressed Enhance Public Safety and Health 

Encourage Economic + Workforce Development 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $63,000 

Description CDBG and other funds are used to provide critical capital infrastructure 

upgrades to the chronically-disinvested areas CDBG Target Area.  These 

Public Improvements can include street paving, sidewalk repair, curb 

cuts, street trees, street furniture (such as benches and trash barrels), 

improvements to neighborhood parks and facilities, etc. 

Target Date 6/28/2019 

Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

Many public improvements, such as Chapter 90 and MassWorks 

activities, benefit the community of 63,000 at large. 

CDBG-funded public improvement activities will be targeted towards 

Census Tract 2608, which has a population figure of 4806, with 66% of 

residents living in poverty. 

 

NOTE: The City anticipates using $1,536,547 in Chapter 90 State 

highway funds to undertake street and sidewalk work citywide.  

In addition, about $125,000 in tree planting will be undertaken through 

the State's 'Greening the Gateway Cities' program. 

MassWorks will provide $7,300,000 in new and improved infrastructure 

along Merrimack Street for the Harbor Place II and Lupoli Heights 

Parking Deck/Boardwalk expansion projects. 

If awarded, the City hopes to utilize $96,220 in State Parklands 

Acquisitions and Renovations for Communities (PARC) Grant funds for 

Wysocki Park. 
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Location Description In terms of CDBG-funded Public Improvements, the locus for PY2019 

will be the chronically-disinvested Mount Washington 

neighborhood.  CDBG Funds will be used on various locations in Mt. 

Washington, including: 

-Wysocki Park, whose activation and enhancement are the focus of a 

State Parklands Acquisitions and Renovations for Communities (PARC) 

grant; 

-unused riverfront land around Moody School; 

-a vacant city-owned lot at High Street + Grove Street, which is a the 

focus of a neighbor-led cleanup effort; 

-Tilton School playground amenities. 

MassWorks funds will be concentrated Downtown on projects building 

off the new Boardwalk, including the Lupoli 'Heights' project and 

Harbor Place Phase II. 

All CDBG-funded public improvements will occur within the designated 

CDBG Target (Low-Moderate Income) Area, exclusively. 
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Planned Activities CDBG-funded activities include investments that would activate 

'Budger' Wysocki Park, an old common in the Mount Washington 

neighborhood.  This park fell into disuse as the area suffered through a 

lot of gang and drug-related violence. Plans for the Park include water 

line and electrical upgrades, adding a playground for toddlers, a 

designated dog park, a fountain, and a community garden to be used by 

the adjacent Veterans Northeast Outreach Center. New sidewalks and 

curb cuts would also occur. If successful, a pending grant would provide 

68% State-funding for this project through the Massachusetts Division 

of Conservation Resources' (DCR) PARC program.  The intent is for 

neighbors to use the park to reduce social isolation and make the park 

more of a community event space, less susceptible to illicit activities. 

In addition, CDBG funds may provide for new playground equipment at 

the Moody School, including handicapped-accessible equipment more 

appropriately geared towards this special education school's 

students.  There is great potential across Margin Street at a city-owned 

swath of land along the Merrimack River as well, which features 

nothing but paved and unpaved parking and a basketball court. 

The City hopes to install a bench, possibly other play equipment, and 

perhaps a dog park at a small overgrown city lot at the corner of Grove 

and High Streets.  This bus stop area has been a truly blighting influence 

in one of Haverhill's roughest neighborhoods.  A local resident is 

organizing a a group dedicated to taking care of this 'pocket park' in 

conjunction with the City. 

Additional benches will also be added around the playround previously 

installed by Tilton Elementary School. 

Most street and sidewalk paving, as well as street tree planting, will be 

handled through other funding mechanisms than CDBG, primarily State 

Chapter 90 highway funds and the successful 'Greening the Gateway 

Cities' grant, which is planting hundreds of free trees around Haverhill's 

Environmental Justice zone. 

MassWorks funds will build an underground parking garage and public 

plaza to support Harbor Place Phase II along the Boardwalk. Upriver, 

these same State funds will complete a small one-level parking deck 

along a Boardwalk extension to support the Lupoli Companies' 'Heights' 

10-story development. 

5 Project Name Single Family Rehabilitation 

Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 
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Goals Supported Maintain Housing Stock 

Expand Supply and Type of Housing 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

Needs Addressed Maintain, Preserve and Improve Housing Stock 

Expand Type, Diversity and Supply of Housing 

Enhance Public Safety and Health 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $163,650 

Description Rehabilitation of Single-Family dwellings owned and occupied by Low-

Moderate Income residents, in order to correct Housing Code 

deficiencies (as well as energy efficiency and ADA accessibility issues). 

Target Date 6/30/2019 

Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

Through the Housing Rehabilitation and Code Correction Program 

(HRCCP), it is anticipated that 8-10 single-family dwellings will be 

rehabilitated to various degrees. Some activities will be minor in scope; 

other dwellings will involve or require more significant rehabilitation. 

The City, as a major funder of the Rebuilding Together program in 

Haverhill, will support an additional 10 households with single-family 

rehabilitation and repair projects. This funding is slightly reduced for 

this upcoming year. 

In total, it is estimated that the City will benefit approximately 20 low-

to-moderate income households through Single-Family Housing 

Rehabilitation. 

The budget for this Project is $113,650 in new funds along with $50,000 

in expected Program Income ($100,000 is anticipated from Program 

Income, nearly all from prior rehab work, to be split evenly between 

single family and multi family dwellings).  

Location Description Nearly all CDBG-funded Single-Family Rehabilitation will occur in the 

CDBG Target Area., but not exclusively.  The CDBG Target Area is 

prioritized for the HRCCP program, but Rebuilding Together's activities 

are citywide. 

Planned Activities The HRCCP undertakes Housing Code correction rehabilitation activities 

(roof replacement, plumbing, heating and electrical issues, etc.) on 

essentially an open application basis.  It is unknown from where exactly 

the upcoming year's rehabilitation activities will originate.  All projects 

will be inspected against official Housing Quality Standards (HQS). 

In some cases, de-leading activities will also be undertaken as required. 
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6 Project Name Multi-Family Rehabilitation 

Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 

Goals Supported Maintain Housing Stock 

Expand Supply and Type of Housing 

Increase Owner Occupancy in distressed areas 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

Needs Addressed Maintain, Preserve and Improve Housing Stock 

Expand Type, Diversity and Supply of Housing 

Increase Owner-Occupancy in Target Neighborhoods 

Enhance Public Safety and Health 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $170,009 

Description Rehabilitation of Owner-occupied Multi-family dwellings to address 

housing code deficiencies, energy efficiency and ADA accessibility 

issues, as well as potential lead-based paint hazards. 

Target Date 6/30/2019 

Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

Around 12-15 activities are anticipated to be in dwellings with more 

than one unit. It is estimated that around 22 families (including tenants) 

will benefit from this proposed Housing Rehab activity. Most dwellings 

are 2-family units but a small number of owner-occupied 3-family units 

should be anticipated to participate in the HRCCP as well. 

 

NOTE: $120,000 is budgeted for this item. An additional $50,000 is 

planned from Program Income (PI).  Nearly all PI is anticipated to be 

from prior rehab activities. ($100,000 is anticipated in PI, to be split 

evenly between single and multi-family dwellings). 

Location Description All of this activity will likely occur in the CDBG Target Area, so as to 

maximize neighborhood impact.  

The Mount Washington neighborhood will receive special outreach, 

with so many multi-family units located there in poorer condition. 

Planned Activities The HRCCP undertakes Code correction housing rehabilitation activities 

(roof replacement, plumbing, heating and electrical issues, etc.) on 

essentially an open application basis.  In certain cases, minor de-leading 

activity will also be undertaken, especially in --but limited to-- tenant 

units. 

Project Name Public Services 
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7 Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 

Goals Supported Provide Shelter and Services for Homeless 

Provide other non-housing necessities 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

Needs Addressed Provide Basic Shelter and Services for Homeless 

Enhance Public Safety and Health 

Provide for Non-Housing-related Basic Needs 

Encourage Economic + Workforce Development 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $145,535 

Description Provision of goods and services and support of charitable endeavors 

assisting low-to-moderate income individuals and families in the 

community; 

Target Date 6/30/2019 

Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

At least 1,644 individuals and households-- all Low-to-Moderate 

income-- will benefit from these proposed Public Service activities.  This 

is the sum of the goals set for each CDBG-funded subrecipient 

activity.  Many subrecipients routinely outperform their goal.  There is 

such demand for these services in the community that usually negates 

any need for better outreach. 

  

NOTE: McKinney-Vento funds of $40,000 will support public service 

work with the homeless. 

 

Furthermore. Section 8 funds of $3,195,870 are anticipated to be used 

by the Haverhill Housing Authority.  

 

Public Service activities will benefit from $680,000 in Shannon and 

Byrne anti-gang policing grants. 

 

Location Description These activities occur all over the City, serving low-to-moderate income 

individuals and families as needed; there are no restrictions on location 

or any other factor, aside from being low-moderate income residents of 

Haverhill. The overwhelming majority of these activities occur within 

the CDBG Target Area, which equates to the area of greatest need. 
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Planned Activities The following Public Service activities are planned for Program Year 

2018.  These agencies have been awarded funding to become 

contracted subrecipients during PY2018 (in no particular order of 

preference): 

Haverhill Downtown Boxing Club- Fight for Kids program- ($2,500)- goal 

of 17 youth; 

Common Ground Ministries- Kitchen Equipment for New Expanded 

Location- ($3,000)- goal of 37 clients; 

Emmaus, Inc.- Mitch's Place Emergency Shelter- ($7,000)- goal of 25 

homeless guests; 

St. James/St. John's Parishes- Liz Murphy's Open Hand Pantry- 

($12,000)- goal of 150 clients; 

Haverhill YMCA- Early Education and Care- ($8,000)- goal of 62 youth;  

Saint Vincent dePaul- Rent and Utility spot assistance- ($14,000)- goal of 

36 households; 

Community Action, Inc.- Heating Assistance- ($15,000)- goal of 165 

clients; 

Community Action, Inc.- Homeless Drop-In Center- ($10,000)- goal of 

100 homeless clients; 

Pregnancy Care Center- Mother/Child Food and Clothing Program- 

($8,000)- goal of 22 pregnant/parenting clients; 

Open Hearts Ministries- Social Outreach Program- ($5,000)- goal of 100 

clients; 

Boys and Girls Club- Pathways to Success Academic Program- ($5,000)- 

goal of 25 youth; 

Salvation Army- Congregate Feeding Program- ($25,000)- goal of 445 

clients; 

NFI Massachusetts, Inc.- Overdose Prevention ($5,000)- goal of 60 

clients; 

Haverhill Inner-City Boxing Club- Youth Development AfterSchool 

Services- ($2,500)- goal of 10 youth; 

Ruth's House- Clothing Referral Program- ($5,135)- goal of 185 clients; 

Sarah's Place Adult Day Health Center- Keeping Participants Healthy + 

Active- ($14,000)- goal of 42 clients; 
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Bethany Community Services with Haverhill Public Schools- Discovery 

Club- ($4,400)- goal of 163 participants. 

 

8 Project Name Demolition and Boarding 

Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 

Goals Supported Promote Economic Development 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

Needs Addressed Enhance Public Safety and Health 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $5,000 

Description Demolition and Clearance of condemned structures (if needed).  This 

also includes boarding up of abandoned buildings to prevent illegal 

intrusion and to maintain public safety. 

Target Date 6/28/2019 

Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

This project may not be actualized unless necessary.  CDBG funds are 

used as a placeholder.  The City may support the demolition or boarding 

of a property through this project.  The beneficiaries would generally be 

the abutters to any such property. 

In most cases, City funds raised through the Vacant Property registry 

will be prioritized for use for this purpose.  This is estimated to be 

$80,000 in non-CDBG funds. 

Location Description To be determined, if necessary; 

City Council approval is required for non-emergency demolitions. 

Planned Activities It is anticipated that the City will use its Vacant Property Registry funds, 

which continue to offer a revenue stream, to offset costs in this 

category.  Property owners (especially banks and property 

mangement/holding companies) are required to register unoccupied 

and foreclosed properties after 6 months. 

If need be, CDBG funds will be used to undertake the boarding of 

vacant properties that pose a public safety threat due to vacancy or 

intrusion by squatters and vandals.  Boarding will also occur on 

distressed, abandoned properties that present a fire risk. CDBG Funds 

could also be used to undertake asbestos or hazardous materials 

assessment as well as rodent baiting on vacant, abandoned, 

dilapidated, burnt or condemned properties prior to demolition. 
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9 Project Name Economic Development 

Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 

Goals Supported Promote Economic Development 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

Needs Addressed Encourage Economic + Workforce Development 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $100,000 

TDI Tools grants: $25,000 

Description Activities to promote Economic Development, including support of 

micro-enterprises, neighborhood and downtown retail activity, facade 

improvement to commercial storefronts, and programs to increase 

labor participation and workforce development. 

Target Date 6/28/2019 

Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

It is estimated that 12 jobs will be created or retained from these 

activities, and that 14 businesses overall will be assisted.  This includes 4 

businesses targeted for commercial storefront Facade Improvement 

loans.  The Maker Space proposal for 301 Washington Street (MakeIT 

Haverhill) has the potential to positively impact multiple start-ups. 

It is envisioned that multiple families will benefit from the job creation 

and heightened economic activity generated from these activities.  For 

example, at least 5 families would benefit from the employment make 

possible through the CDBG-funded child care vouchers program in 

conjunction with ValleyWorks One-Stop Career Center. There are 

multiple employment openings in the city in this economy if individuals 

can make themselves ready to participate in the workforce. 

  

NOTE: MassWorks funds of $7,300,000 will support economic 

development projects and goals in the former Urban Renewal end of 

Downtown. Likewise, $25,000 of TDI Tools 'Local Lift' grants will 

augment CDBG Facade Improvement efforts. 

 

The Working Cities Challenge grant represents a $185,000 investment 

from the Boston Fed in place-based community and economic 

development initiatives in the Mount Washington neighborhood. 

MAssDevelopment's $50,000 Site Readiness grant also supports the 

City's Economic Development goals and Projects.  
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Location Description Much of this activity will occur in Downtown, especially in the 

Transformative Development District (TDD) in the old Urban Renewal 

Zone of the Merrimack Street corridor, or in the Cultural District in the 

historic Washington Street end of Downtown.  

Other important economic development activities are focused on the 

Mount Washington neighborhood, which needs increased economic 

activity. This includes investments in the MakeIT Haverhill Maker Space 

at 301 Washington Street as well as early childhood education vouchers 

geared to incentivize greater labor participation in that same 

neighborhood. 
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Planned Activities The Facade Improvement Program has existed for several years but has 

been relatively dormant.  However, with an improved economy and 

heightened business and real estate activity, it is anticipated that 

demand for this program will increase.  In addition, the 'Local Lift' grant 

from MassDevelopment serves as an additional incentive generating 

interest in commercial facade improvement.  CDBG funds will serve as a 

required match for this grant program, which also helps commercial 

property owners improve their storefronts. $60,000 is budgeted for 

Facade Improvement in this program year, to support up to four (4) 

different commercial building storefronts. 

The MakeIT Haverhill Space at 301 Washington Street is getting off the 

ground, and will serve start-ups, microenterprises and offer training in 

relevant fields (such as stitching and IT to support local employers such 

as Southwick Clothing {with over 550 employees} and Anna Jaques 

Haverhill Medical Center).  It will provide minority residents a home 

base to support the increasing number of homegrown and internet 

businesses.  The Center will also revitalize a dilapidated blighting site 

into a community center. Support ($5,000) is being provided to help 

operations of this center, owned by a local resident and overseen by 

various nonprofit sponsors. 

In 2018, the Haverhill was awarded a PreSchool Expansion Grant (PEG) 

from the Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care. This 

planning grant is creating a partnership that is examining physical and 

staff capacity for child care, consistency of curriculum, and gaps to be 

addressed in order to get more chlldren ready to read and learn when 

at Kindergarten.  Through this effort, the City's successful CDBG-funded 

child care voucher program is being exposed to new potential partners, 

such as the YMCA and Head Start, in order to provide opportunities for 

unemployed low-moderate income residents in Mount Washington to 

be able to enter the workforce. Low-moderate income 

parents/guardians who are not working are given the opportunity to 

receive a full or partial child care voucher on the condition that they 

work with ValleyWorks Career Center to obtain employment.  This 

exciting tool has proven successful in helping a handful of Zinnia 

Montessori parents lift themselves out of poverty in PY2017.  This 

program is being expanded to provide up to $35,000 which can be used 

for Zinnia or other early child education providers participating in the 

PEG.  This program received popular feedback during the development 

of this Plan. 

Project Name First-Time Homebuyer Assistance 
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10 Target Area CDBG TARGET AREA 

Goals Supported Maintain Housing Stock 

Expand Supply and Type of Housing 

Increase Owner Occupancy in distressed areas 

Promote Economic Development 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

Needs Addressed Maintain, Preserve and Improve Housing Stock 

Expand Type, Diversity and Supply of Housing 

Increase Owner-Occupancy in Target Neighborhoods 

Promote Neighborhood Stabilization 

Funding CDBG: $54,000 

Description Down-payment and Closing Costs Assistance for qualified Low-to-

Moderate Income first-time homebuyers 

Target Date 6/28/2019 

Estimate the number 

and type of families 

that will benefit from 

the proposed 

activities 

It is estimated that 9 First-Time Homebuyers will participate in the 

program this upcoming year. The First-Time HomeBuyer Program 

(FTHB) has been adjusted to provide up to $6,000 maximum in 

assistance at closing to low-moderate income-qualified homebuyers.   

Location Description This program is very location-specific. All of these activities will occur 

within the CDBG Target Area. Furthermore, the City's FTHB program will 

be narrowed and tailored to more specifically serve exclusively the 

Lower Acre and Mount Washington neighborhoods that have the 

lowest owner-occupancy percentage rates.  Other neighborhoods that 

comprise the Target Area would not be generally eligible.  With a strong 

housing market afoot, the program is focused on creating an incentive 

to purchase homes only where such incentive is needed, which are the 

Lower Acre and Mount Washington neighborhoods. 
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Planned Activities The First-Time HomeBuyer Program (FTHB) has been amended to 

provide up to $6,000 maximum in assistance at closing to low-moderate 

income-qualified homebuyers.  All of these participants are required to 

complete a certified First-Time Home Buyer education course.  Many 

others are connected to these classes through the City as well, without 

ever taking advantage of these funds. 

The City's First-Time HomeBuyer programs provide Downpayment 

Assistance and/or Closing Cost assistance to income-eligible First-Time 

Homebuyers who have completed a certified homebuyer education 

course and are purchasing a home to occupy themselves within certain 

low-owner occupancy CDBG Target Area neighborhoods of 

Haverhill.  After five (5) years of occupancy, the owner has their lien 

forgiven by the City. 

All FTHB properties are also inspected by the Community Development 

Department's inspector. 
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AP-50 Geographic Distribution - 91.420, 91.220(f) 

Description of the geographic areas of the entitlement (including areas of low-income and 

minority concentration) where assistance will be directed  

The vast majority of CDBG and other related federal and state funds handled by the City of Haverhill 

Community Development Department will be dedicated and allocated to the CDBG Target Area, which 

includes most of the inner-city, traditional urban core of the community.  The Target Area includes the 

following neighborhoods: the Acre, Mount Washington, Hilldale/Broadway (Broad Hill), Highlands, 

Downtown, and a section of Central Bradford.  During this upcoming Program Year, it is estimated that 3 

out of every 4 CDBG dollars received will be spent in, on and around this designated Target Area. 

The Plan calls for more focused dedication of CDBG and other funds into these distressed 

neighborhoods in order to make impactful improvements, particularly the Mount Washington 

neighborhood, which has shown more economic stagnancy than other areas of the city.  Mount 

Washington is not showing the post-Recessionary economic gains made in the rest of the City; 

therefore, this area is receiving special attention and dedication.   

Another reason for the key area of focus for the upcoming Program Year being the Mount Washington 

neighborhood is due to the involvement of the City and CDD in the Working Cities Challenge. This grant 

initiative is spearheaded by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston to improve the lives and economic 

outcomes of low to moderate-income individuals in smaller cities such as Massachusetts’ Gateway 

Cities, including Haverhill.  Mount Washington, which constitutes the poorest and most challenged 

neighborhoods in the community, is the targeted focus of Haverhill’s Working Cities Challenge 

application and effort.  Physically isolated Mount Washington, set off by steep hills, railroad tracks and 

main thoroughfares, has a much smaller presence of social service providers and institutions are 

opposed to other parts of the Target Area.  In response to the Fed’s Working Cities Challenge, the Mt. 

Washington Alliance was formed as a cross-sectoral partnership of government, non-profits, businesses, 

education, churches and neighborhood groups and residents.  The upcoming CDBG Plan seeks to 

buttress and support these efforts in this neighborhood, in particular. 

Geographic Distribution 

Target Area Percentage of Funds 

CDBG TARGET AREA 75 

Table 8 - Geographic Distribution  

 
Rationale for the priorities for allocating investments geographically  

The rationale for allocating investments geographically is shaped by the immense physical size of the 

city, which encompasses over 35 square miles. Much of the poverty, poor housing code conditions, 

crime and factors that negatively affect quality of life can be tracked to the more urban neighborhoods 
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that have traditionally defined the CDBG Target Area-- among them the Acre, Mount Washington, 

Hilldale/Broadway Area, Downtown, Lower Bradford and the Highlands.  As a result, in order to truly 

make a meaningful impact, much of the city's CDBG and other federal and state resources are targeted 

to and concentrated in these areas, as opposed to diluting resources citywide.  This reflects an internal 

and intentional decision to prioritize federal investments into the neediest geographic areas, including 

housing rehabilitation, First-Time Homebuyer Assistance (which will be further targeted to the neediest 

neighborhoods of the Acre and Mount Washington), code enforcement, public improvements such as 

tree planting and sidewalk repair, facade improvement and other Projects.   

Renewed neighborhood groups, such as Acre in Action, Urban Kindness, Team Haverhill, and Historic 

Highlands Association are organized primarily around a social media presence, but are drawing interest 

from a expanding roster of residents, groups and city officials alike.  These groups are driving and 

demanding more CDBG investment into their neighborhoods.   

There is renewed focus on driving entrepreneurship and the creative economy in the State-designated 

Cultural District and historic district in the western (Washington Street) end of Downtown. In 

the eastern (Merrimack Street) end of Downtown, the State's Transformative Development Initiative 

(TDI) is starting to pay dividends with new businesses and investments being made in this failed former 

Urban Renewal area.  Obviously, the significant State investment in the Merrimack River Brian Dempsey 

Boardwalk is a huge contributing factor to this increased economic activity and momentum. 

As a result, CDBG and other investments will be tracked in each of these areas. With over 34 square 

miles of land, Haverhill is too large geographically not to concentrate certain limited federal investments 

such as CDBG funds. Also, so much of the outskirts of Haverhill is rural and not as well suited for urban 

development and CDBG eligibility.  

Discussion 

The micro-targeting of public resources is becoming all the more common, especially in fiscally-

constrained times.  The City is taking full advantage of the State's emphasis on extremely localized 

Transformative Development Districts (TDD) by achieving such a TDD designation for its Merrimack 

Street (former Urban Renewal) area downtown.  MassDevelopment is now prioritizing its resources into 

placemaking in small, focused urban areas such as neighborhoods, blocks, 'hinge districts' or even 

intersections/corners.  The CDD will continue to work closely with the former MassDevelopment-funded 

TDD Fellow, even though his tenure with the City is now over as of June 2018.  This MassDevelopment 

staffer, with tremendous local knowledge and relationships, will still remain involved in redevelopment 

efforts in this important micro-district of Downtown. 

The City seeks to make the same noticeable impact with the allocation of its CDBG funds into 

concentrated focus areas, dealing with redevelopment on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood, block-by-

block approach.  Another goal and challenge for the City is to equitably distribute resources across the 

Target Area; this is challenging as many more social service agencies and providers serve the Acre and 
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Downtown areas as opposed to the Mount Washington or Hilldale/Broadway areas, for example.  The 

City is working to develop more relationships with church groups, providers and neighborhood 

associations in order to promote more equitable distribution of resources to all of the most 

disadvantaged neighborhoods.   

Haverhill's success in the Fed's Working Cities Challenge spawned the Mt. Washington Alliance, which is 

focused on improving the quality of life and economic standing of residents of this neighborhood. Many 

CDBG subrecipients and other non-profits are being challenged to extend their outreach efforts into the 

Mount Washington neighborhood.  For some, this includes conducting outreach in Spanish, which may 

be new to some. 
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AP-75 Barriers to affordable housing -91.420, 91.220(j) 

Introduction 

Among the barriers to affordable housing in the City of Haverhill are: first and foremost, the ever-tightening supply of affordable housing (less 

than 6% vacancy rate), especially rentals in a community where 39% rent and renters have lower incomes in general than other renters in the 

Valley. 

Other barriers include: the limited and fixed quantity of public housing; zoning, especially outside of I-495; local watershed protections areas 

which prohibit much development from vast areas; lack of development entities (including a lack of local CHDOs), financial resources and 

incentives; slow-moving bank-owned vacant and/or foreclosed properties; rising real estate market prices, which incentivize landlords to 

increase rents; and updated building and fire codes, some of which preclude the develop of upper floors of downtown buildings. The costs of 

installing water services as well as elevators are also cited by developers as deterrents, along with the high costs of building materials.  In some 

cases, it costs a developer as much to build a home for upper-income families as it is to build a smaller starter home, further driving up costs. 

There is also a lack of housing accessible for those with disabilities to keep up with this growing demand (36% of residents indicate have some 

sort of disability), especially for elders to age in place. Despite a strong economy, there is still litlle desire by banks to lend for condominium 

development.        

Actions it planned to remove or ameliorate the negative effects of public policies that serve as barriers to affordable housing such 

as land use controls, tax policies affecting land, zoning ordinances, building codes, fees and charges, growth limitations, and 

policies affecting the return on residential investment 

Federal Government Policies- A 2012 provision on federal flood insurance imposes sharp rate increases on people who own or are buying land 

located in floodplains.  Historically, low-income people are likely to live in floodplains where land is less expensive. A sharp increase in flood 

insurance rates due to climate change may pose difficulties for such low income residents. 

A lack of new federal public housing has contributed to a squeeze on the number of units that low-to-moderate income individuals and families 

can afford.  It is not expected that new large-scale public housing developments will be constructed any time soon, in comparison to other 
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national post-war periods (such as after World War II). 

Federal and State lead-based paint prevention laws, controls, and regulations undeniably and unintentionally create a situation in which some 

property owners are discouraged from renting or renovating housing units for fear of being sued or cited under lead-based paint 

violations.  Discrimination on this basis-- while illegal-- is readily admitted by many rental property owners. 

State and Local Government Policies- In general, public policies affecting production of affordable housing are subject to specific zoning by-laws.  

Overlay districts allow for increased density and state funding supports and enables affordable units within mixed income developments; 

Chapter 40B permits the Commonwealth to override local zoning if a local government does not have the zoning tools to permit affordable 

housing production. The City, which is now just meeting its 10% threshhold, is protected from unwanted or excessively large 40B projects, yet 

still allowing for new smart growth and construction of new affordable housing. 

The North Shore HOME Consortium has also identified a number of barriers to affordable housing production that involved resource allocation, 

housing policy, land use policy, lack of infrastructure and staff capacity, and public perception and attitudes. 

In the City of Haverhill, tremendous progress has been made in terms of developing affordable housing.  The City ended Program Year 2017 with 

10.15% of its housing stock as being certified by the Commonwealth as affordable and/or subsidized. Over 520 new units have been created 

Downtown from old shoe mills, and now another 175+ units are currently in construction or under construction contracts downtown.  Hundreds 

of additional new units are expected over the next 5 years, and they are needed to offset the potential loss of expiring units. 

There are a couple of controversial issues for the City to decide which could affect affordable housing development: one is the issue of reducing 

lot sizes for development in the rural-residentially zoned outskirts of the the City. 

Another action will be policymaking by the City Council on the issue of discouraging condex development, or disallowing the 'condo-ization' of 

larger Victorians in neghborhoods such as the Highlands.  The issue of 'tiny housing,' some being made in nearby Lawrence, looms in the near 

horizon.  These issues around housing density would impact the number of potential affordable housing units.   

In addition, the City is analyzing its high permitting costs and charges for installing water services and piping at developments. This factor has 
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been citing as discouraging needed residential development, as noted the recently-completed Housing Production Plan. 

The implementation of State Historic Tax credits, notably the process and the schedule, are not at all aligned with typical development 

timeframes.  This has delayed many housing development projects in the City. 

Discussion 

The City has been re-formulating its inclusionary zoning policies for a while.  The City's Zoning Consultant developed a substitute for Inclusionary 

Zoning, based on other municipalities, that enables developers to either construct 10% or more of their project as affordable housing or provide 

the City a payment in lieu of this affordability requirement.  These funds would then supplement the local share of HOME funds used to develop 

affordable housing throughout the City.   

The Housing Production Plan, produced by City and the Merrimack Valley Planning Commission (MVPC), tackles many of the barriers to 

constructing more affordable and market rate housing in Haverhill, and aligns closely with the City's Consolidated Plan goals. 

The City is supportive of the Bread & Roses proposal to add homeownership possibilities for low-moderate income households through the 

Mount Washington townhouse units at the blighted and vacant St. George's Church.  Historic issues will need to be overcome, however, as plan 

call for demolition of the old church.   

The Housing Production Plan points out that Haverhill's over 65-year old population will essentially double (104% increase) in less than 15 years 

(prior to 2035).  This emphasizes the need for additional senior and elderly housing units.  The City is in conversation with traditional developers 

of affordable senior housing to plan for this dynamic. 
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AP-85 Other Actions - 91.420, 91.220(k) 

Introduction 

In order to promote better economic development connections to the critical and emerging industries 

of the future, the City and the Greater Haverhill Foundation are continuing joint staffing of an Economic 

Development Assistant position to analyze the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the 

Haverhill economy, providing needed capacity. 

The addition of a new University of Massachusetts satellite campus in 2017, as part of the Harbor Place 

development, presents a unique opportunity to invest, leverage and connect to certain industries and 

new research opportunities. In addition, the City is developing linkages with a new Culinary Arts center 

that Northern Essex Community College is locating Downtown in the Lupoli Companies’ Heights project. 

This presence of postsecondary education in Downtown Haverhill is a new phenomenon that is critical 

to the ongoing success of the area. 

Haverhill does not have as many jobs as other communities of its size.  The community exports more 

workers than it imports.  More people leave the city to go to work than come into the City to work, a 

change from Haverhill's industrial heyday.  Furthermore, the wages of Haverhill jobs are lower than 

other job-importing communities. Many residents need to work elsewhere to earn higher wages. 

At the same time, Haverhill's business parks are now essentially built out, with little space 

available.  Such high business occupancy rates in the Ward Hill Industrial Park are stifling new 

employment opportunities and possibilities. The City obtained a ‘Site Readiness’ grant from 

MassDevelopment to explore potential build out of other potential business and industrial park land in 

the City; in the case of this grant, the undeveloped area along Interstate 495 opposite the Broadway 

Business Park. 

The need to align the new UMass presence in Haverhill to growth opportunities and new emerging 

industries such as BioTech, Advanced Manufacturing, Executive Education, advanced food production 

research and development, and robotics represents a critical step in the future success of the City.  

Actions planned to address obstacles to meeting underserved needs 

The City, through Community Action, Inc., was awarded a prestigious 'Working Cities Challenge' grant 

from the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, which is funding an important coalition called the Mt. 

Washington Alliance.  This partnership has evolved around the issue of providing resources to address 

underserved needs, and to improve short- and long-term economic outcomes, in the isolated Mount 

Washington neighborhood.  This area, encompassing Census Tract 2608, is not only one of the most 

impoverished, but also one of the most physically isolated, located atop a steep hill across the Amtrak 

railroad tracks and the Little River.  Greater efforts are being made to connect residents with services 

either co-located in Mt. Washington or through more targeted outreach. The Mt. Washington Alliance is 
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committed to a four-pronged approach of: improving access to employment and training; promoting 

educational stability and expanded learning time; improving housing and neighborhood conditions; and 

improving public health. 

The other area of significant concern is the Lower Acre neighborhood.  This geographic focus will help 

provide concentrated resources to address homelessness and dilapidated, code-deficient housing in this 

area.   

Addressing crime and drug abuse issues in these two neighborhoods (Mt. Washington and the Acre)-- 

through community policing, added patrols, gang prevention and eradication efforts, etc.--will go a long 

way towards eliminating major obstacles to meeting underserved needs.  Opioid abuse is an epidemic 

that is killing Haverhill residents citywide, but in highest numbers in the CDBG Target Area.  Opioid 

abuse represents the paramount underserved need. During this year's feedback sessions and budget 

hearings, opioid prevention and treatment comprised a special emphasis for the Community Affairs 

Advisory Board (CAAB) in its recommendations for distribution of Public Services funds through CDBG.  A 

novel Narcan distribution program to low-moderate income households is included in this  PY2018 plan 

as a Public Service. 

Residents’ trust with institutions is the other factor that the community commonly cites in feedback 

sessions. Many of the obstacles to meeting underserved needs involve lack of resources, 

interconnectivity, and organization.  Working in partnership and cooperative efforts with Haverhill's 

strong and varied network of social service providers, the City hopes to address and break down such 

obstacles.  For some non-profit providers, this involves systems change and a new way of doing things.   

Communication in the social media age, with emerging online community groups and an increasingly 

reclusive populace, presents a major obstacle to meeting underserved needs, especially in 

neighborhoods that do not request services that they need.  The City strives to be 'demand-driven,' but 

that assumes groups in need are actually aware of how to request services.  In order to combat this, in 

2017 the City implemented a 3-1-1 constituent management system that provides one centralized 

phone number for all City requests, staffed by multiple cross-trained bilingual operators in City Hall. This 

system is engaging a greater number of residents of these historically underreported and under-

represented Target Area neighborhoods.  This presents the City a fairer and more accurate depiction of 

unmet community needs. 

Actions planned to foster and maintain affordable housing 

The City seeks additional grants, resources and partnerships outside of traditional funds from the North 

Shore HOME Consortium, in order to augment HOME funding. 

The City will work with the Haverhill Housing Authority, financial institutions, affordable housing 

developers and other housing providers in order to foster and maintain affordable housing.  For 

example, the City intends to pursue State, private and other grants (in tandem with the HHA and others) 
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to develop affordable housing.  The City will work with the HHA on plans to convert an old City 

maintenance barn in the Riverside neighborhood by Kennedy Circle into additional public housing 

units.  This barn was sold to the HHA in late 2017, and may have brownfields issues. 

The City will also seek partnerships with banks and financial institutions to provide additional funds to 

rehabilitate housing in the City.  The City, encourages the use of the HomeWorks program and others to 

assist landlords in rehabilitating their properties.   

The City is proud to have worked with the Merrimack Valley Planning Commission (MVPC) in developing 

the Merrimack Valley Regional Housing Plan, released in the Spring of 2018.  This Plan aims to foster 

affordable housing and other housing production in the City and the region.  This unique state-funded 

study analyzed housing needs, preferences and solutions in order to produce a State-certified housing 

production plan with a section uniquely applicable to Haverhill. 

The City may need to revive either the Haverhill Housing Partnership, or the defunct Haverhill Affordable 

Realty Trust (HART) or a similar organization that can hold real estate (like a local land bank) in order to 

create and preserve affordable housing. New zoning will allow developers the opportunity to make a 

payment in lieu of developing affordable housing affiliated with their projects.  This provision should 

generate new affordable housing resources to augment HOME funding, and will require an entity to 

prioritize fund usage.  

The City will focus its limited HOME and other resources to prevent expiring uses and for new projects 

that create a large quantity of affordable housing units, as opposed to more limited First-Time 

Homebuyer, Single-Family Rehabilitation and group homes.  The City is working proactively to address 

expiring use properties in order to extend affordability provisions and to renovate these properties as 

necessary.   

The City has also identified certain properties (such as old industrial buildings or educational facilities) 

that could be converted into affordable housing given their location and condition; this is done by 

promoting these properties' availability to known affordable housing developers.  This targeted 

approach has worked before with the Winter Street School conversion.  The Ornsteen site in Bradford 

and the former St. Joseph’s Elementary School are two such examples of potential affordable housing 

sites. 

The City has paired together two developers, one a CHDO, to redevelop a blighting vacant church 

(former St. George's) in Mount Washington into a site for 10 ownership unit townhouses for Low-

Moderate income individuals.  In another case, the City is using its HOME funds to help the Veterans 

Northeast Outreach Center convert two (2) run-down two-family homes in Mount Washington into four 
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(4) rehabilitated units of veterans housing. 

Actions planned to reduce lead-based paint hazards 

The City will pursue federal, state and private grants to remediate lead-based paint hazards-- this is 

emerging as a great need with more basements, attics and annex units being converted into makeshift 

housing across the city.  Previously the City's child lead poisoning rate was not sufficient to qualify for a 

federal grant, but eligibility criteria can vary. The City will follow-up on 2018 HUD monitoring 

recommendations that it pursue such federal Notice of Funding Availability for de-leading residences. 

The citywide implementation of a new automated trash collection system actually exposed hundreds of 

previously unaccounted housing units, mostly in existing multi-family dwellings (i.e. 3 units instead of 2, 

etc.).  This dynamic actually increased the number of reported housing units with lead-based paint 

issues in the community, especially in the CDBG Target Area. 

In addition, the City will continue its enhanced efforts to serve an Agent for the Commonwealth's 'Get 

the Lead Out' Program, which provides low-interest loans from MassHousing to homeowners and/or 

landlords trying to remediate lead-based paint in their properties.  The City coordinates assessment and 

payment of contractors in this program as well as other services on behalf of these program 

applicants.  The City does this outside of CDBG funds as it receives a small administrative stipend for 

each successful application. 

CDBG Housing Rehabilitation funds are being made increasingly available for de-leading activities when 

practical, including temporary relocation during remediation activities. Lead-based paint regulations 

affect every housing activity that the City undertakes, including housing rehabilitation and first-time 

homebuyer activities. 

The City will continue training staff on Lead regulations and will continue to use every creative funding 

and technical means available to address lead-based paint hazards. 

Actions planned to reduce the number of poverty-level families 

The City is committed to undertaking actions that can work to prevent cyclical, intergenerational 

poverty in families, such as: 

-working with adult basic education providers to expand access and availability to ensure that 

households are literate and can speak fluent English, which is necessary in order to earn decent wages in 

this economy. This includes promoting non-traditional providers that could provide ESOL, such as 

employers, the Library or non-profits such as Common Ground Cafe; 

-increasing access to job training and Individual Training Accounts (ITAs) in relevant, critical and 

emerging fields and available jobs with ladders of growth and opportunity. The types and diversity of 
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training offerings, such as more blue-collar training opportunities, need to be expanded in Greater 

Haverhill.  In 2017, the City supported development of a successful Workforce Competitiveness Trust 

Fund State grant to place Head Start parents in Haverhill into machining training with matched, 

guaranteed well-paid job placements after certification attainment; 

-coordinating public transportation options around employment opportunities to more easily connect 

people with work, as well as providing more frequent and inexpensive taxi services; this is particularly 

true for a growing cohort of second-shift workers in manufacturing, healthcare, retail, restaurants, and 

other fields. The City is working with the MVPC on examining 'Access to Jobs' as part of CEDS 

implementation; 

-providing adequate childcare, especially off-hours in a growing second-shift economy, that allows for 

families to work to achieve more income than they could with public assistance benefits.  This justifies 

the CDBG commitment in its plan to offer child care vouchers in exchange for jobs, which is allowing 

more parents to hold full-time employment. 

-making households aware of various services for which they may be entitled, including more outreach 

and materials in Spanish; 

-coordinating services between, across and amongst various social service providers; 

-promoting permanent housing options and homeownership where possible; 

-supporting financial literacy efforts and the establishment of savings accounts and building 

creditworthiness; the Haverhill Housing Authority has started such a Sufficiency program; 

-counseling against drug abuse and illegitimacy, especially the scourge of opioid abuse; 

-connecting families of Haverhill Public School students with services that they need to improve their 

lives, especially at the Tilton Elementary School in Mount Washington; 

-improving access to and awareness of health care and mental health care treatment options; 

-bringing ValleyWorks Career Center (VWCC) services and outreach into very-low to low-income 

neighborhoods.  In PY2018, VWCC Workshops are planned at MakeIT Haverhill in Mount Washington; 

-providing for basic needs such as heat, food, clothing and furniture so that families can save some 

money to get ahead.  This constitutes a major focus of CDBG Public Service activities in the upcoming 

year; 

The face of poverty is predominantly single mothers, many of whom are in various states of crisis, 

according to Community Action.  Providing additional resources and programming for this vulnerable 
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subpopulation would have a profound impact. 

Most importantly, the City's primary action is to create a community-wide service culture whereby the 

city's various social service agencies are encouraged, enlightened and empowered to refer families to 

various distinct resources offered through other agencies or entities. Instead of trying to address family 

poverty holistically and falling short, it is better for agencies to engage each other in providing services 

that are in the best interest of the families in need. 

Actions planned to develop institutional structure  

The City is no longer receiving direct services from a MassDevelopment-funded Transformative 

Development Initiative (TDI) Fellow to enhance redevelopment of the failed former Urban Renewal 

district and to execute a new vision to transform the Merrimack Street Corridor. The City is still part of 

the TDI, and will still receive indirect and occasional support from the former Fellow.   

One of the TDI highlights is a Strategic Plan developed by consultant Utile to redevelop the Urban 

Renewal corridor of Haverhill, including planning for the inevitable replacement of the failing Merrimack 

Street Parking Garage.  This 1970’s-era facility has experienced numerous problems since its flawed 

construction, and today poses expensive safety challenges. Nevertheless, the Garage is heavily utilized 

at times and its capacity is needed to provide overflow parking for the Harbor Place and other 

redevelopments.  Utile recommended replacement garages, adding market rate and affordable housing 

(to a district that had no residential properties until 2016), while providing enough attractive retail and 

office space that can be supported in this historically low-income area. 

The City's planning capacity is enhanced through partnerships with the Merrimack Valley Planning 

Commission's Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) committee, Northern Essex 

Community College, Groundwork Lawrence, the Merrimack Valley Workforce Investment Board 

(MVWIB) and other outside resources.  These entities are evaluating ways in which to develop a 21st 

century economy in designated Priority Growth Districts of the city, attracting, growing and nurturing 

critical and emerging industries often flourishing in Greater Boston but not here. A new 5-Year CEDS 

plan was submitted to the Department of Commerce for July 1, 2018 to replace the expiring plan. The 

City and CDD also retain the services of a local zoning consultant as needed. 

The City will partner with the Greater Haverhill Chamber of Commerce to provide workshops, technical 

assistance and one-on-one business consulting to microenterprises who need business plans, marketing 

plans and bookkeeping assistance which is increasingly prevalent among local entrepreneurs. 

The City is continuing its efforts to combat the deleterious effects associated with distressed vacant 

properties, which negatively affect property values and quality of life in neighborhoods.  The City's 

partnership with the Attorney General's office, combined with the success of the City’s Vacant 

Properties Registry and enhanced coordinated Code Enforcement Team efforts, is generating needed 

resources to deal with the complicated and time-consuming issue of vacant, abandoned and foreclosed 
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properties.  

Outside of City Hall, new neighborhood groups and associations, church groups and non-profits are 

being organized in order to enhance the quality of life in the city in various aspects.  The City stands 

ready and willing to assist these entities in their growth and development. New Community Housing 

Development Organizations (CHDOs) are needed in the region, and the City seeks to cultivate more of 

these entities, and has been attracting some from Lowell and Lawrence to undertake projects in this 

area.  

Another action to develop institutional structure is to connect more subrecipients and non-profits with 

technical assistance provided through Lawrence-based Community Inroads (formerly Jericho Road). 

They have expertise in providing Board training, diversification and outreach training, and financial 

compliance assistance among other tools. 

Actions planned to enhance coordination between public and private housing and social 

service agencies 

The City is committed to developing coalitions and relationships between the HHA, housing 

developers/managers and the City's strong network of social service agencies.  The City's CDBG-funded 

annual Request For Proposals incentivizes partnerships between such agencies.   There is more need to 

develop these partnerships and collaborations between providers of permanent housing and local social 

service agencies. 

The City seeks to 'cross-pollinate' the worlds of housing developers and the HHA leadership with non-

profit social service agencies and even local education and training providers.  These connections can 

make a major difference in the lives of low-income residents in public and private housing.  The HHA’s 

Self-Sufficiency program is one such example.  Another example is the heightened connection between 

HHA's elderly housing and the City’s Council on Aging programming and transportation outlets. 

A goal will be to include HHA residents in neighborhood groups, events and discussions, such as those 

HHA seniors living Downtown or at Julian Steele on Mount Washington or at Greystone in 

Bradford.  Elder Services of the Merrimack Valley routinely provides services to HHA seniors as 

well.  Such outside services are especially important this year as several elder units must be evacuated 

to address a structural building issue at the Washington Square HHA Senior apartments, being repaired 

with state DHCD funding. 

In PY2018, the City is funding a unique intergenerational mentoring program between Bethany Senior 

Living and Haverhill High School.  If successful, this effort could be replicated with the nearby HHA senior 

units.  Sarah's Place (senior day habilitation) is another outlet that provides programming for some HHA 

Seniors and other elders in subsidized housing. They are a CDBG-funded subrecipient in PY2018. 

The Greening the Gateway Cities Program targeted free trees around HHA properties at Julian Steele 
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and Brookdale along Hilldale Avenue.  More is planned this year. 

Getting a more relevant Section 3 Program off the ground would be another useful step. 

A key is to develop a holistic set of approaches to assist those in public or private housing with the array 

of social services that the City offers, so that residents do not suffer silently in their own homes. 

Discussion 

The City seeks to increase economic and recreational use along the Merrimack River.  While the 

Merrimack flows through Haverhill more than any other community on its journey to the Sea, it remains 

hard to see, access or get onto the River. 

One of the strategies to initiate this change is to promote community rowing opportunities, possibly 

through the creation of a boathouse.  The City participates in a River Access Committee that channelized 

markings for navigation purposes and spot dredging to encourage greater commercial boating from the 

Seacoast.  The City participates in a River Access Committee, which has experienced some challenges in 

increasing boat traffic to Downtown Haverhill.  Making access to the River and docks ADA accessible, 

accommodating rowing and power boats together, dealing with potential litigation from visiting boaters 

hitting low-water obstructions, avoiding permitting issues with the US Army Corps of Engineers 

concerning the flood wall, protecting endangered sturgeon, etc.-- these have all been just a sample of 

the challenges the committee has faced.  Addressing these concerns have been part of the discussion in 

development of the Plan. 

The City Council is also seeking to increase public art and opportunities for artists in the City, both 

through Creative Haverhill and other means, such as developers and festivals. The City will continue to 

seek to improve economic viability and outcomes for its low-to-moderate income artists and creative 

entrepreneurs. Due to state funding and programmatic changes with the Adams Arts grant, the City will 

not be funding Creative Haverhill with CDBG funds in this upcoming program year (PY18).  However, the 

City is monitoring efforts to revitalize the former Cogswell School into a community arts space, as well as 

other cultural developments. A large private mural will be installed along Washington Street this 

upcoming year, with the City investing some private foundation funds it received into the effort. 
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Program Specific Requirements 

AP-90 Program Specific Requirements - 91.420, 91.220(l)(1,2,4) 

Introduction 

The City strives to meet all of its Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program-specific 

requirements, such as its 15% Public Services cap and its 20% cap on Administration and Planning.   

In addition, by limiting its housing and public improvement activities predominantly to the Target Area, 

the City seeks to target 75% or more of its HUD funding to low-moderate income people and places.  

Community Development Block Grant Program (CDBG)  
Reference 24 CFR 91.220(l)(1)  

Projects planned with all CDBG funds expected to be available during the year are identified in the 
Projects Table. The following identifies program income that is available for use that is included in 
projects to be carried out.  
 

 
1. The total amount of program income that will have been received before the start of the next 

program year and that has not yet been reprogrammed 436 

2. The amount of proceeds from section 108 loan guarantees that will be used during the year 

to address the priority needs and specific objectives identified in the grantee's strategic plan. 0 

3. The amount of surplus funds from urban renewal settlements 0 

4. The amount of any grant funds returned to the line of credit for which the planned use has 

not been included in a prior statement or plan 0 

5. The amount of income from float-funded activities 0 

Total Program Income: 436 

 

Other CDBG Requirements  
 
1. The amount of urgent need activities 0 

  
2. The estimated percentage of CDBG funds that will be used for activities that 

benefit persons of low and moderate income.Overall Benefit - A consecutive period 

of one, two or three years may be used to determine that a minimum overall 

benefit of 70% of CDBG funds is used to benefit persons of low and moderate 

income. Specify the years covered that include this Annual Action Plan. 75.00% 
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Discussion 

Given the recent strength in the housing market, it is possible that a notable increase in Program Income 

(possibly in excess of $100,000) may be forthcoming as many long-time residences could hit the 

market.  Payback of Housing Rehabilitation liens is the top source of Program Income for the Community 

Development Department. 

The City aggressively pursues funding through other federal, state and local grants and initiatives in 

order to achieve its aims, to supplement resources provided by the federal and state government, such 

as CDBG entitlement funds and state Local Aid.  The City will continue to be vigilant in its efforts to 

supplement resources during fiscally-constrained times. This one year increase in CDBG and HOME 

funds is not necessarily indicative of a trend. 
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Attachments 
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Citizen Participation Comments
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Grantee SF-424's and Certification(s) 
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